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Reinventing Growth

fter a 20 yearlong economic recession
punctuated by
the Fukushima
nuclear disaster five years
ago, the world’s third largest
economy may seem merely
striving for survival to the
unfamiliar observer. That
lackluster ambition however is not in the nature of
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe,
who has much brighter plans
for his country, and aims for
nothing less than an economic renaissance, a reinforced
role in the global order and
a newborn diplomatic and
military assertiveness.
Some foundations have
already been laid. Since becoming Prime Minister in
2012, Mr. Abe has stamped
his name in the country’s renowned path for economic
revival: ‘Abenomics’, which
is based upon three “arrows”–fiscal stimulus, monetary easing and structural
reforms–that are backed by
a 10.3 trillion yen ($102 billion) fiscal stimulus.
Based on that ammunition,
Japan has recorded its lowest
jobless rate in two decades
(3.2%), secured record corporate profits and achieved its
longest sequence of year-onyear nominal GDP growth
in two decades. An upbeat
mood is starting to emerge in
a country that is still haunted
by the Fukushima trauma.
That renewed optimism
surely played a role in the ruling LDP coalition’s landslide
win in the upper house elections held in July. The victory
gave Mr. Abe a two-thirds
majority in both chambers,
providing the government
unprecedented room for maneuver that is in turn translating into increasingly ambitious economic reforms.
The electorate’s support has
also given Mr. Abe the confidence to adopt a sort of bullish
rhetoric that was unheard of
during Japan’s long years of
lassitude: “With an even stronger political base, we can and
must push forward our economic and diplomatic policies even more aggressively.

Challenged on multiple fronts, the rising sun empire is working to reinvent
itself–driven by a leader who wants to prove his country’s economic resilience and robust capacities even in these trickiest of circumstances
That’s the way to respond to
the mandate the public gave us
in this upper house election,”
the Prime Minister declared
following his reelection.
This optimism, however,
could be jeopardized by a
plethora of threats. The most
serious one is deflation, a
seemingly chronic Japanese
disease that continues to
dent the country’s economic
resurgence. Consumer prices
dropped for the fifth month
in a row in July and recorded the biggest annual fall in
more than three years. Core
inflation still remains well
below the 2% target, meaning that Japan’s fiscal and
monetary policies need to
be rethought.
Both the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and
the World Bank expect the
country’s economy to expand
by only 0.5% in 2016–hardly

an undisputed sign that Japan
is back from the cold. Indeed,
its nominal GDP was roughly
the same in 2015 as it was 20
years earlier, while America’s,
by comparison, grew by 134%
in the same period.
Consumption and internal
demand must be the driving
forces that correct deflation
and put the economy in a
more secure footing, as investors have been quick to point
out. “We definitely need to
see a revival of private consumption; that’s the source of
weakness for Japan’s economy,” said Tomo Kinoshita,
chief market economist at
Nomura Securities in Tokyo.
It is time for Abenomics
2.0, a reflationary push that
points toward a very clear direction: increasing consumption. Mr. Abe knows that
Japan cannot rely on an unstable international scenario
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to improve his country’s fortunes, but has to generate impetus from within. “Britain
voted to exit the European
Union and emerging economies are showing signs of deflation, therefore Japan must
boost domestic demand,” the
Prime Minister stated in July.
The ruling coalition has a
comfortable parliamentary
majority to forge ahead with
a fresh Abenomics therapy,
and it has not taken long before unveiling its firepower.
In July, the government
signed a large new fiscalstimulus package worth 28
trillion yen ($278 billion),
or 6% of GDP. Mr. Abe has
also announced major investments in transport and tourism infrastructure, including
in the country’s signature
Shinkansen bullet trains, and
promised to speed up the reconstruction of the areas hit
by the Fukushima disaster.
However, the stimulus must be coupled with
market-friendly
reforms.
Sadayuki Sakakibara, Chairman of the Japan Business
Federation, clearly stresses,

“The top priority is ending
deflation and revitalizing the
economy. To accomplish this,
it’s essential that the government expand personal consumption and investment,
and promote deregulation.”
Mr. Abe is already considering structural reforms
such as easing smaller companies’ access to funding, attracting more foreign workers into the country, and
enabling firms to hire and
fire more easily. The government also seems ready
to boost women’s participation in the labor market,
a long-due move that would
require confronting atavisms that are still a feature
of Japanese society.
It remains to be seen
whether those measures
can spur Japan’s economy in
the long term – yet there are
already indications to show
that, if ambitiously pursued
and complemented with the
aforementioned reforms,
the country could leave the
intensive care unit for good.
The Japanese stimulusbased approach to economic

reanimation should give
other major economies food
for thought. Specifically, in
Europe, where the austerity
doctrine has failed to boost
growth and reduce unemployment to any remotely
acceptable level, and where
governments should pay attention to Mr. Abe’s recipe
for growth, even when it still
must stand the test of time.
There are hints that a reempowered Japan is rising,
even if the IMF has already
warned Tokyo that the reformist drive must continue
unabated, and has sent a
formidable to-do list to the
country. Encouraging wage
hikes, reducing the gap between regular and non-regular workers, easing fiscal and
monetary policies, boosting
labor supply and increasing productivity are just a
few examples of the homework that is yet to be done.
In short, Abenomics must
“double down”, according
to David Lipton, IMF’s First
Deputy Managing Director.
Economic revival is expected to unleash other
ambitions. It is no secret
that the Abe administration wants Japan to play a
more substantive geostrategic role, mitigate its overreliance on U.S. military
assistance, and become a
counterweight to China in
the Asia-Pacific region.
Japan’s post-war constitutional constraints, which
forbid the country from using force to settle international disputes, increasingly
look like an uncomfortable
straitjacket, and Mr. Abe
has vowed to take it off. The
Prime Minister has called
for a debate on rewriting
the country’s pacifist constitution and using his supermajority to revise Article
9, which states that the Japanese Army has an exclusively
self-defensive role.
Even if any amendments
required approval in a referendum, the traditional
sanctity of Article 9 is now
under question. This has
been enough to unsettle
China, which rightly sees its
arch-rival maneuvering as a
response to Beijing’s territorial claims in the region,
and is wary that an emboldened Japan could hinder its
triumphal march across the
Pacific.
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High hopes for a high-tech nation
Japan officials say the
country is experiencing an
innovation rebirth that will
be showcased at the Tokyo
Olympics in 2020, while
an improving business
environment is expected to
bring more foreign firms to
the capital

J

apan aims to use the
2020 Tokyo Olympics
to showcase a host
of new technologies,
demonstrate how the
country and the nation’s capital has pulled itself out of two
decades of stagnation, and is
now on a launch pad for global
business success.
The Tokyo 1964 games
showed how Japan had rebuilt
itself after World War II’s devastation and was becoming
an economic and technology
superpower. It impressed visitors with marvels such as its
speed record-breaking bullet
train, put into service nine days
before the opening ceremony,
and the transformation of the
city with new parks, highways
and two subway lines.
In the following years, Japanese companies continued
to beat their global market
peers with advanced mobile
telephones, color televisions,
computer game consoles,
mechanised toilets, memory
chips, videocassette recorders, the Walkman, CDs and
DVD players.
Yet despite this innovation
and early lead, in recent years
Japan failed to further develop
and adapt many of its products for other regions, allowing rivals to overtake. While
notable exceptions remain–
like Toyota, Honda, Nissan

and Sony–a much larger
body of Japanese innovations
and companies failed to take
off, and now even household
names like Panasonic and
Sharp struggle to keep up
with fleet-footed firms such as
Apple, Samsung and Google.
Many Japanese officials
however, are confident the
country is experiencing a
rebirth, and that Tokyo is on
the path to regaining its status
as Asia’s most innovative and
dynamic city, driven by companies like Softbank, one of Japan’s top three phone carriers
that has also launched a humanoid robot, teamed up with
Honda to make smarter cars
and just bought out the company that designs the chips for
most smartphones–including
the iPhone.
The Olympics could be the
trigger for a new wave of products and technologies, ranging
from consumer electronics,
simultaneous translation and
mobile phone apps, hydrogenpowered autos, robotics, and
even the way people watch live
events, and that this will be followed by the prize of global
expansion of these products.
Time will tell
The 1964 games were the first
filmed and transmitted in color,
albeit only in part. The 2020
event is expected to deploy
new 8K resolution imaging
technology using 16 times as
many pixels as high-definition
displays now, offering a sharper
and deeper moving image than
ever before. The increased visual
clarity could in time be used by
hospitals to make better diagnoses and perform surgeries that
might otherwise be impossible.

Tokyo is on the path to regaining its status as Asia’s most innovative and dynamic city, driven by companies like Softbank

“I think the TPP, Olympics
and Paralympics are the new
catalysts that will help boost
our economy,” says Yuriko
Koike, elected at the end of
July as Governor of Tokyo after a long political career including stints as environment
and defense minister, referring
to the Pacific Rim partnership
deal agreed early this year.
Ms. Koike agrees that Japan
still has far to go in many areas
of reform in order to flourish,
including persuading people
to use their vacation entitlement as opposed to relying
only on Japan’s numerous
public holidays (Japan tops the
list in major economies for the
number of official days off ).
More important is ensuring that women play a more
important role in business and

politics. Just 9.7% of members of Japan’s parliament are
women, compared with 18.8%
in Saudi Arabia, she notes.
Although Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe’s policies towards empowering women
are contradictory–she argues–on one hand calling for
more women to take salaried
jobs but on the other, letting
women have three years off
work after giving birth.
Mr. Abe, architect of
monetary and fiscal packages and social reforms
aimed at encouraging innovation, and an enthusiastic
backer of the Olympics for
the economic boost they
may provide, has a personal connection to the 1964
games–his grandfather was
prime minister at the time.

“I would like to see more
sustainable technology originating from Japan. Japan can
create that kind of technology
and secure the world environment as well as creating employment for many parts of
the world,” says Ms. Koike.
The government’s “Revitalization Strategy” adopted
last year targets a doubling of
inward foreign direct investment to 35 trillion yen ($346
billion) by 2020, measures to
raise the number of women in
the workforce, and to double
the number of foreign staff in
the IT and communications
sector to 60,000.
Ms. Koike and other government officials hope that
reforms, and the Olympics,
will attract more foreign investment and persuade more

foreign companies to set up
shop in Tokyo, taking advantage of the capital’s 13 million-strong population, and
dynamic market. Tokyo, she
says, offers investors a range
of tax incentives, financial
support and a streamlined
bureaucratic processes at
its newly established special
economic zones. The capital
also aims to turn the Tokyo
International Financial Center into a financial hub on par
with New York’s Wall Street
and The City of London.
Investors can also benefit
from Tokyo’s incredible talent pool, spilling out from
the capital’s 138 universities and numerous research
institutes. Japan’s education
levels are higher than any
European nation and the
second-highest in the world
after South Korea. The Global
Competitiveness Report for
2015-2016 ranks Japan ninth
for quality of math and science education and third for
overall availability of scientists and engineers, stresses
JETRO, the Japan External
Trade Organization.
Furthermore, Tokyo is no
longer a high-cost city, with
office and house rents low
compared with neighboring
Hong Kong and Singapore,
and Tokyo managers’ salaries
lower than those in Singapore,
JETRO says.
Mr. Abe’s show-stopping
high-tech appearance as Super Mario at the Rio Olympics closing ceremony gave
a taste of what to expect in
Tokyo in 2020. One thing is
for sure, you can count on the
presence of fleets of multilingual robots.

Japan strives for innovation
It might for now trail
California’s Silicon Valley
as the world’s leading
high technology research
and development hub, but
Japan is starting to catch
up. Investments in startups
are rising, driven by
interest in cutting-edge new
technologies

B

olstered by Japanese Prime Minister’s Shinzo Abe’s
reforms and enthusiastic support
for innovative public and private-sector joint projects, Japanese companies and research
institutes are playing a key role
in helping the country regain
its status as a front-runner and
number one new technologies
developer forged in the 1970s
and 1980s.
Japan has won 23 Nobel
Prizes since 1949, mostly in
natural sciences, helping nurture industry, and seven of the
top 10 corporate patent holders over the past decade were
Japanese, according to the
World Intellectual Property
Organization.
The latest data from the
OECD, released in April,
shows that Japan is spending
much more on research and
development than most of its
major competitors, including the U.S. and China, with
3.58% of its GDP, against 2.74%
and 2.05% respectively; and is
ranked third worldwide, after
South Korea and Israel.
And yet Mr. Abe isn’t satisfied with those numbers
and wants Japan in top spot
within the next two years, and
to help in that he advised the
country’s national research
and development institute
RIKEN that he’s prepared to
let the government-backed
institute increase salaries to
attract more top scientists.
“In the U.S. and Europe, researchers have relatively high
salaries. Salaries for scientists
used to be very high in Japan
too. But today, scientists’ salaries are basically equivalent
or sometimes lower than the
average salary of company
employees,” says RIKEN President Hiroshi Matsumoto.
“Fortunately, the Japanese
government has finally come
to realize that this is a problem, and has agreed that we
should be able to pay higher
salaries if necessary.”
RIKEN has a network of
world-class research centers
across Japan, offering stateof-the-art facilities that rank

“Salaries for scientists
used to be very high in
Japan too. But today,
scientists’ salaries are
basically equivalent or
sometimes lower than
the average salary of
company employees.
Fortunately, the
Japanese government
has finally come to
realize that this is
a problem, and has
agreed that we should
be able to pay higher
salaries if necessary”

Japan spends 3.58% of GDP on research and development

Hiroshi Matsumoto,
President, RIKEN

Many of Japan’s research projects aim at tackling climate change and reducing global dependence on fossil fuels

among the world’s best. With
offices in Beijing and Singapore and two research centers
in the U.K. and U.S., it employs
around 500 foreign specialists
alongside over 2,500 Japanese
scientists and support staff.
Innovative work done by
RIKEN and Japanese companies at present–be it pure
research with few defined
practical applications, to development of new products or
adaptions to existing technologies–covers a huge spectrum.
For example, RIKEN’s K
computer, which today is one
of the world’s fastest supercomputers, has developed a
system to predict at very short
notice weather conditions that
will lead to torrential rain, a
development that could be
crucial to saving lives as deadly
rain clouds can form with little
warning. Practical uses for this
may be a decade away, though.

RIKEN is also working on
technology which can make
tissue transparent so that researchers can see inside organs,
and even observe structural
abnormalities at the cellular
level, says Mr. Matsumoto.
“While this technology can’t
be applied to living tissue, the
knowledge we gain from it can
help us understand illnesses
and develop treatments for
the living.”
Other examples of RIKEN’s
ground-breaking projects include research on the production of synthetic rubbers from
biomass (which could reduce
the use of fossil fuels in rubber
production); clinical studies
on retinal tissues developed
from stem cells to treat eye
diseases; and a joint venture
with Kyocera Corp. and startup firm Organ Technologies
Inc. to develop a treatment for
alopecia, or hair loss.

A RIKEN group led by Kosuke Morita also made history
last year with the discovery of
Element 113–the first element
on the periodic table found in
Asia. The RIKEN team were
deservedly given the naming
rights, and in June officially
named the newly-discovered
atomic element ‘nihonium’.
RIKEN is not the only organization in Japan developing
innovative solutions to health
and environment issues. The
list of projects and research
sectors goes on and on. Many
are aimed at tackling climate
change and reducing global
dependence on fossil fuels.
Car firms Toyota and Honda have been working with
a more established element
on the periodic table, leading global efforts to develop
hydrogen-powered
cars.
In December 2014, Toyota
released its zero-emissions

Mirai hydrogen fuel cell car,
with output at an initial 2,000
autos annually, while in March
Honda released its rival Clarity vehicle.
Fuel cells create electricity
to power motors through the
chemical reaction of hydrogen
or ethanol ions with oxygen.
Toyota hopes for global
sales of 30,000 by 2020, a tiny
number given that in 2015
the world’s largest carmaker
made 10.15 million regular
autos. Earlier this year, Kawasaki Heavy Industries and
Iwatani Corp. partnered Kobe
city to build a 10 billion yen
($99 million) liquefied hydrogen import hub by 2020, using imported hydrogen made
from lignite coal in Australia.
The government’s Council
for a Strategy for Hydrogen
and Fuel Cells has set ambitious targets–40,000 fuel cell
vehicles in Japan by 2020 and

200,000 by 2025, and many
more hydrogen filling stations.
It also wants more spending
on research and development
to cut fuel cell costs to onefourth of current levels.
Another Japanese industrial
heavyweight, Hitachi has just
announced it has developed
a new type of offshore wind
turbine able to boost electricity output in light-wind
regions. Toshiba MitsubishiElectric Industrial Systems
Corp (TMEIC) is developing
award-winning solar energy
technology, while manufacturer of environmental preservation equipment, Kanken Techno, is breaking new
ground in the treatment of
greenhouses gases and other
toxic emissions (see page 15).
Even though Japan is falling
short of economic growth targets, the country seems to have a
new impetus. The country’s relatively low level of investment in
start-up companies is now surging, driven by interest in cuttingedge new technologies.
In the first half of 2016,
startups by unlisted companies raised a record 92.8 billion yen ($918.4 million), up
21% from January-June 2015,
and may reach the highest
level since this type of data
was collected a decade ago.
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New technologies drive efficiency
in manufacturing sector
Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe hopes that a new
technology-driven
industrial revolution
will underpin a massive
expansion of his country’s
economy

W

hile some
Japanese
companies are
thriving
and managing to compete with
low-cost competitors from
China and elsewhere through
innovation and advances in
technology, the government has
set ambitious industrial and economic growth targets.
Premier Shinzo Abe wants
Japan’s gross domestic product
to grow to 600 trillion yen ($6
trillion) by 2020, which in turn
would require an annual GDP
growth of around 3%. This
seems like a big ask given growth
was just 0.5% last year.
Mr. Abe however remains
confident that a wave of economic reforms, and repeated
fiscal and monetary stimulus
injections will result in greater
private and state sector cooperation in the development and
use of new technologies, in turn
reviving and upscaling Japan’s
manufacturing base.
One company building on
Japan’s expertise in advanced
environmental
technology
is Kanken Techno, a pioneer
in supplying equipment that
cleans and reduces emissions
of greenhouse and other hazardous gases.

Established in Osaka’s heavy
industry belt in 1978 and now
specializing in making plasmatype gas abatement systems
using high-efficiency electrical
heat exchangers, Kanken Techno’s first major client was no less
than industrial giant Panasonic.
“Panasonic’s CEO at the time
was very committed to ensure
that all products made by Panasonic were environmentally
friendly, and knew that sooner or
later customers will not want to
buy non-environmental friendly
products,” says Hiroshi Imamura, the company’s President.
Kanken Techno’s recent successes have been helped by a
weaker yen over the past year,
which boosted the exports of
major domestic clients and increased demand for its products
overseas.
“Our equipment manufacturing costs are quite high, so
at the end of the day, the most
important thing for us is to innovate and make the technology
we have cheaper, and use a lower
amount of energy, so that it can
be sold in foreign markets,” comments Mr. Imamura.
Around half of Kanken
Techno’s 800 staff are based in
key markets Taiwan and mainland China, and the company’s
sales peaked at 5.4 billion yen
($53 million) last year. With
the U.S. and China now having
signed the emissions-reduction
COP21 agreement after previously spurning the Kyoto Protocol, Kanken Techno is looking
for big sales growth in these
regions.

Japan’s innovative efforts can
be seen as well in Honda’s new
hybrid electric-gasoline auto that
does not use environmentally
sensitive and expensive heavy
metals in its motors, something
it says “will lower our costs and
reduce our exposure to price
fluctuation.”
Not to be outdone, rival Toyota is rolling out a new version of
its popular Prius saloon hybrid
with a rooftop solar panel to
help recharge its batteries even
when it is parked, boosting fuel
efficiency by up to 10%.
Mr. Imamura sees the U.S.
as a major opportunity given
expansion of its high-technology manufacturing, and says
the company is in talks with
Idaho-based semi-conductor
manufacturer Micron Technology, and California-based
Intel and GlobalFoundries.
The influence of California’s
Silicon Valley is huge. Last year
Mr. Abe spoke about how Japan is learning the lessons of
Silicon Valley, and trying to
build networks into the region.
A cheap yen could be a factor
in the sales success, or failure,
of Japan’s first commercial airliner in 50 years, the Mitsubishi
Regional Jet, which took to the
air in late 2015.
Seen as a symbol of Japan’s
industrial revival, the hightech, twin-engine 92-seat
regional jet made by Mitsubishi Heavy Industry and
Toyota, was flown to the U.S.
in August for sales certification trials.

First deliveries of the plane,
whose initial development was
one-third funded by the Japanese taxpayer, are expected in
two years’ time, but it remains
to be seen if it can compete on
price and technology with sector
market leaders Embraer of Brazil
and Canada’s Bombardier.
Another transport-focused
company hoping to profit from
next-generation technologies is
Denso, a major supplier to the
world’s big automakers of auto
parts and advanced automotive
technology.
It plans to use Internet of
Things technology, sometimes
known as the Industrial Internet,
and invest 10 billion yen ($99
million) to connect 130 of its
factories in Japan and overseas
between 2018 and 2020.
Using internet-linked sensors and embedded software to
record and analyze machinery,
buildings, vehicles, production
facilities and staff activity in real
time, the company will use the

data to streamline output, avoid
breakdowns and cut maintenance costs.
In an effort to deepen its
knowledge in artificial intelligence and further widen its engineering expertise in advanced
driver-assistance systems, Denso in late August signed a technical advisory contract with one
of the world’s foremost researchers in computer vision, Carnegie
Mellon University Professor Dr.
Takeo Kanade.
Also active in using Internet
of Things is printer and telecoms
products maker Oki Electric, a
company which already has experience in integrated transport
management systems for road,
maritime and air transport using
advanced data technology.
Oki has already introduced
Internet of Things technology at four of its factories and is
rolling it out across the company,
helped by the falling costs of various sensors used and technical
advances in data transmission.

The human touch
While new technologies are
driving efficiency in factories
across Japan, Toyota has taken
an interesting step by replacing some of its industrial robots
with humans. The company
hopes that increasing human
input in the production process will increase the skillsets
of its workers, and will lead to
improvements in efficiency
and quality.
So far, workers performing
tasks previously managed by
robots have reduced waste in
crankshaft production by 10%,
and helped shorten the production line. Others improved axel
production and cut costs for
chassis parts.
“We cannot simply depend on
the machines that only repeat the
same task over and over again,”
project lead Mitsuru Kawai told
Bloomberg. “To be the master of
the machine, you have to have
the knowledge and the skills to
teach the machine.”

lation fell for the first time, to
127 million, from 128 million
in 2010. The United Nations
says it could shrink to 83 million by the end of the century,
when more than a third would
be older than 65.
This, and a reluctance to
rejuvenate the population
through immigration, has cut
tax income and pressured public finances.
While robotics could be the
answer for Japan and other

nations at an earlier stage of
similar population change,
the impact won’t be so benign
elsewhere.
In July, the International
Labor Organization warned
that nearly 140 million people in Cambodia, Indonesia,
the Philippines, Thailand
and Vietnam, over half of
salaried workers there,
would likely lose their jobs
to automation in the next
20 years.

The robotics solution
Japanese industrial robots
have been transforming
the way industries work
and operate, leading to
enhanced efficiency and
providing a remedy for a
declining domestic labor
force

N

avigating unfamiliar airports
can be stressful,
with exhausted
passengers often struggling to find boarding
gates, ticket offices, toilets, the
correct luggage belt, or more
seriously, a medical center or
police station.
For travelers using Tokyo’s
Haneda airport, help is at hand,
in the form of 90-centimetertall humanoid robots being
trialed there by Hitachi Ltd.
Linked to cameras around
the airport and using artificial
intelligence, the robots started
work in early September, answering passengers’ questions
in Japanese and English and, at
speeds of up to six kilometers
an hour, escorting them to
their destination. They avoid
collisions, even with moving
objects appearing from blind
angles, and are able to stand up
unaided if knocked over.
Welcome to the rapidly
evolving world of Japanese
robotics.
While robotics has long
been used worldwide in heavy
industry like in auto assembly
lines, they are also being used
in a growing range of sectors,
including in electronics manufacturing, chemicals production, for surgical procedures
and the catering sector, as well
as in driverless cars.
“Until now, the main goal
pursued by robotic makers was
to cut the cost of human labor,”
says Eiji Takagi, President of the
Tokyo-based Robotic Biology
Institute (RBI).
“Today the approach has
changed. Robotics efforts
go beyond simple labor cost
reduction and focus on creating more sophisticated
human-type or human-designed robots that can add
further value to production
processes.”
RBI is working alongside
the long-established robotics company Yaskawa on the
conception of Maholo, the
world’s first humanoid robot
used in life science and bioindustry research.
Maholo, by doing experiments previously done by
humans using the same laboratory equipment and devices

without modification, contributes to freeing up scientific expertise
“We want to make robots
that are able to achieve things
just as humans do–the same
kind of tasks that humans can
also perform. In the future we
will see robots increasingly
contribute to the industrial
world, and touch more and
more industries,” says Mr.
Takagi.
Japan has long been big
in the world of robotics. In
2015 it was second-placed
in industrial robotic automation, according to the International Federation of Robotics
(IFR), deploying 314 units per
100,000 employees.
This put it behind South Korea, with 478 units, and ahead
of Germany, with 292 units. At
164 units, the U.S. is seventh,
said IFR, which puts the annual
international market value for
robotic systems at $32 billion.
Average global robot sales
rose 17% annually in 20102014, with China further expanding its leading position,
accounting for 25% of total
demand in 2014.
“With their digital interfaces, industrial robots can be
seamlessly integrated into the
networked structures of smart
factories,” says Joe Gemma,
President of the IFR.
“Robotic workers will in future be found working handin-hand with human staff,
helping to replace traditional,
rigid production processes
with flexible structures.”
RBI’s Mr. Takagi agrees,
and takes things further. “Our
ultimate goal is to free up scientists, transferring work that
only highly skilled humans
can do now to robots so they
have more time to be creative
and productive, and perform
higher-value tasks,” he says.
This has major implications
for pharmaceutical companies
and academia, and “such type
of automation can clearly contribute to the advancement of
science in certain fields,” Mr.
Takagi explains.
Maholo’s technologies, he
says, are five years ahead of
those of competitors, and only
Yaskawa is able to supply these
robots on a global basis.
RBI plans to exhibit internationally, and in the next three
years will open branches in the
U.S. and the U.K.
Japan has many robotics
developers and manufacturers, some of them industrial
powers like Hitachi, owner of
Haneda airport’s humanoids.

RBI’s Maholo performs experiments previously done
by humans using the same laboratory equipment,
rotating around seven axes

“Our ultimate goal is
to free up scientists,
transferring work that
only highly skilled
humans can do now
to robots so they have
more time to be creative
and productive, perform
higher value task”
Eiji Takagi,
President, Robotic Biology Institute

Panasonic Corp. is also developing robots to guide people at stations and airports, and
also agricultural ones such as
tomato-harvesting robots, in
response to a shortage of farmers resulting from an aging and
shrinking rural population.
The robots will automatically
adjust greenhouse humidity and
temperature levels, determine if
a tomato is ripe enough to pick,
harvest it, and then check the
quality before shipment.
They are being developed
under a government-sponsored project to use technology to make Japanese farm
products
internationally
cost-competitive after tariffs
on most imported goods are
removed under the TransPacific Partnership free trade
deal, Japanese news agency
Kyodo reported.
Another is Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries Ltd. which recently
unveiled Sakura, Japan’s first
mobile inspection robot able
to operate in high concentrations of explosive gases.
“As we may encounter accidents such as collisions involving hydrogen cars or a truck
loaded with hydrogen tanks

rolling over inside a road tunnel, we decided to develop a
robot that can deal with such
situations,” said Ken Onishi, a
senior engineer in the project,
citing a 2012 tunnel disaster
which killed nine when rescuers couldn’t quickly reach
trapped motorists because of
flammable fumes from spilled
gasoline.
A driver of Japanese robotics is its demographic upheaval. In 2015, Japan’s popu-
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Japanese brands aim to export unrivaled quality
Japanese firms take great pride in what they create and enjoy a loyal domestic customer base. A weaker yen has created an opportunity for Japanese manufacturers
across the board to bring more of their high quality products to the global marketplace

W

ant to take
up photo g r ap hy
as a hobby
or maybe
even a profession? You’ll need
a high quality camera first. Last
month Nikon introduced the
D3400, a digital SLR camera
that now connects to smart
devices. With longer battery life
and built-in low energy Bluetooth technology, this camera
is great even for beginners to
help share high quality photos
instantly on all social avenues.
Nikon is one of many electronics manufacturers headquartered in Japan. Long time
competitors Canon and Fujifilm
are also leaders in the market for
top of the line camera equipment. But, like President of
the Nikon Corporation, Kazuo
Ushida, describes, “We at Nikon
are preparing to revolutionize
our business portfolio with a
view to achieving sustainable
growth.” Improvements like
integrating the ability to share
camera photos instantly into
the photographic culture of the
world are helping the company
to continue being relevant as users rely on their smart devices
for their photography.
“These days, smartphones
have become part of our lives.
Everyone has them, even small
children,” says Mr. Ushida. “The
picture quality on smartphones
has gotten better and better.
And if you can take pretty good
pictures with one, then why go
out and buy a dedicated camera? That’s certainly what a lot
of people are thinking.”
But Mr. Ushida has another way of thinking about this
change in the market. Whereas before only adults were buying cameras for photography
and there was a high bar to
entry with the cost of both
the equipment and getting

the photos developed, now
there is more opportunity for
everyone to have the experience of taking pictures.
“I think it will inspire lots of
people to become photographers. You can think of smartphones as competitors to conventional cameras. However,
you can also think of smartphones as a tool to support the
functionality of your camera. In
other words, I think cameras
and smartphones can coexist,”
says Mr. Ushida. With the release of the D3400, it seems that
Nikon has capitalized on that
idea and is offering new value
to increase their opportunities
in the world of photography.
Mr. Ushida is an engineer
with a passion for optical technology that is helping the company move forward in other
areas. The company is looking to focus on imaging products and services with greater
optimization of use in online
environments and medical
businesses. In fact, Nikon has already been “researching the eye
and ophthalmic lenses for more
than half a century, developing
many groundbreaking products by applying cutting-edge
technology to vision,” he says.
Since 2000, it has collaborated with French lens manufacturer Essilor International.
In 2009 both companies established the Nikon-Essilor International Joint Research Center
(NEIJRC) with a dedicated
team of researchers focused on
long-term innovation in fields
like opto-electronics, precision
optics and advanced materials.
Other industries are following suit as they seek to diversify
their products and provide the
highest quality products possible. The influence of Abenomics and the weak yen has created
an opportunity for Japanese
exports in the global economy.

Companies like Toyota have
been internationally recognized
for their monozukuri management style that is a uniquely
Japanese concept focused on
superior craftsmanship. This
sort of high standard sets a precedent for Japanese products the
world over and it is one of the
reasons Japan is so hopeful for
improvements in the economy
with increases in their exports
in the world market.
The Japanese garment industry is one such category that is
putting a focus on showcasing
clothing made in the country.
The Japan Fashion Industry
Council has introduced a new
certification system called “J
Quality” that will attach a special tag to genuine Japanesemade clothing. If the weaving,
dyeing and sewing are carried
out in Japan, companies will
be allowed to use the tags on
their items. Products like suits,
sweaters, or shirts must be completely manufactured in Japan,
with the exception of the production of raw materials. Bags
and shoes aren’t included in the
new labeling process but this
differentiation hopes to promote items made within Japan
with high skill versus products
that are made in China.
Companies such as Onward
Holdings, which primarily focuses on design manufacturing and sale of textile products
like apparel are “pushing the
image and quality of Japanese
products in overseas markets,”
according to Representative
Director and Chairman Takeshi
Hirouchi. “Next year will mark
the 90th anniversary since Onward Holdings’ founding by
Junzo Kashiyama in 1927,” he
says. As the domestic market
continues to shrink, Mr. Hirouchi explains that, “Our founder,
Mr. Kashiyama, always had globalization as part of his vision

and objective for the company.
His creed was ‘The world will be
one.’ Making Onward a global
business was always his focus.”
The company is quite global
now with 104 affiliate companies in Japan and overseas.
“Although fashion is our main
business domain, Onward is
also looking at diversifying its
activities. We are trying to fulfill
people’s lives in other areas than
fashion. In Guam for example,
we have two hotels and a golf
course. In Paris, we have a soba
restaurant. We actively try to
sell ballet shoes and leotards,
ballet-focused business as well,”
says Mr. Hirouchi. This kind of
diversification helped the company end the year in February
with 263.5 billion yen ($2.6 billion) in net sales.
Rising cosmetics exports
Japan’s cosmetics industry has
seen an uptick in sales of its high
quality “Made in Japan” products. A 35% jump in exports to
167.5 billion yen ($1.66 billion)
in 2015 shows that international
markets are open to Japanese
beauty products. The aging
population has stifled the demand for some beauty products
internally, but on the other hand,
has increased the demand for
products with skin and personal
care benefits. Older consumers
are more concerned with health
and seek out more low maintenance beauty routines. It is
likely that there will be a push
for products that work to help
older consumers regain some
of their youthful looks, but for
the moment, growth rates will
most likely be constrained in
this sector. That is why cosmetics contract manufacturer Toyo
Beauty is working to expand in
the international market.
During its 76-year history,
Toyo Beauty has built a reputation for quality and consistency at the highest level. The
company offers a comprehensive original equipment manufacturer (OEM) service, from
planning and formulation to
production, utilising state-ofthe-art R&D capabilities to
produce true-quality, ‘Made in
Japan’ cosmetics products to a
wide client base. Among its clients are Max Factor and BritishDutch mulitnational Unilever.
“I think that our products’
quality is one of the most important factors,” says President
Ryohei Takimi. “We also have
to make sure that we create the
best products to fit our customers’ needs. Since we are an OEM
business, we are not working on
our own, but alongside and with
our customers.
“We want to further leverage
the qualities of the ‘Made in Japan’ products. We hope we can
do more in the next five years
to directly reach customers
abroad. We have recently established an international department, and we have started employing more and more people
who are knowledgeable about
international markets, who
are proficient in English and
other foreign languages since
each country and region have
different legislations and requirements. While taking into
consideration those factors, we
want to expand our business
overseas.”
Food
The weak yen has also increased
tourist appeal in 2015 and saw
many busy sales counters, particularly in duty free retailers.

The affordable prices of the
products attract the customers
as well as the perception of their
high quality. What the Japanese
manufacture is reasonable
in price and maintains high
standards, which is something
that has fostered brand loyalty
within the country for years. If
the Japanese can meet these
same expectations abroad, their
products will have a better shot
at profitable growth, especially
in areas like the food industry.
In fact, Japan’s exports of agricultural and food products hit a
record high for the third straight
year, rising 21.8% to 745.2 billion
yen ($7.38 billion) in 2015.
Companies like Calbee have
partnered with major players like Pepsico in the United
States and are seeing success
in the healthy snack space that
is in high demand from Americans. Chairman of Calbee, Mr.
Akira Matsumoto, explains,
“U.S. consumers are very aware
of the calories in food, so we
have developed low-calories
snacks made of vegetables.”
These products are placed in
the fresh vegetable section in
stores like Walmart.
“Our Harvest Snap snack
is very popular in the United
States. Our sales there are over
$100 million, and we have a
high growth rate,” Mr. Matsumoto says. Harvest Snaps are
a low-calorie, high-protein
crunchy snack made of snap
pea crisps or lentil beans. They
come in tasty flavors like black
pepper, tomato basil, caesar
and wasabi ranch. They’re also
gluten free and made with nonGMO products like Safflower
and Canola oil which makes
them appealing to American
consumers concerned with
healthy eating.
Social responsibility
The Japanese have recognized
that corporate social responsibility and honest business practices are important to sustainability for their economy in the
long term and have the ability
to make their products more
appealing in the global market.
The cosmetics industry is
one such area that will benefit
from initiatives like moving
away from animal testing to
promote cruelty-free products
in international markets. To
compete with European labels,
brands like Shiseido have also
banned animal testing with
the exception of products sent
to China. China requires that
products be tested on animals
before going on sale there. Legislation and educational awareness will help in the process of
putting a stop to this practice.
Brands like Kao and Mandom
and Miss Apricot have already
adopted similar bans, following
Shiseido’s lead.
The Japanese are concerned
with the long term effects that
private and public sector commerce will have on their environment and sustainability.
Expanding business globally
has also extended humanitarian
efforts as Japanese companies
are involved in more projects
and markets. Like Mr. Hirouchi describes of his company,
“I am very proud of Onward’s
contribution to society and environmental edge. For example,
we collect used clothing and we
recycle them to make blankets
and other cotton work gloves
to give to refugees all over the
world and others who need
help. Until today, we have col-

“You can think
of smartphones
as competitors to
conventional cameras.
However, you can also
think of smartphones
as a tool to support
the functionality of
your camera. In other
words, I think cameras
and smartphones can
coexist”
Kazuo Ushida,
President, Nikon Corporation

“Our founder, Mr.
Kashiyama, always had
globalization as part of
his vision and objective
for the company. His
creed was ‘The world
will be one.’ Making
Onward a global
business was always his
focus.”
Takeshi Hirouchi,
Representative Director and
Chairman, Onward Holdings

“We want to further
leverage the qualities
of the ‘Made in Japan’
products. We hope we
can do more in the next
five years to directly
reach customers abroad”
Ryohei Takimi,
President, Toyo Beauty

lected 2.1 million clothes and
gave the recycled items to
380,000 people.”
The ‘Made in Japan’ brand
is perhaps one of the strongest
global marketing impressions
that will continue to develop as
the Japanese enter into international business pursuits. Time
honored traditions of producing quality products could give
Japan the competitive edge it
needs to boost profits in the
global arena.
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Revolutionary materials made in Japan
Textiles and chemical companies develop next generation materials that aim to promote a more sustainable future

J

apan’s efforts to revive a
stagnant economy have
encompassed sectors
across all categories,
from food and beverages, to technology and infrastructure. The apparel fashion
industry is faced with the same
challenge of diversifying and
innovating to meet changing
consumer needs. An aging
population has put a focus on
more comfortable and casual
clothing, presenting a challenge for designers who are
geared more towards fashion.
Japan has been a leader
of style on the runways for
decades already, inspiring
trends around the world.
As Sidney Toledano, Chief
Executive of Christian Dior
reminded us earlier this year,
“It was the Japanese clients
who launched the vogue for
accessories in the 1970s and
1980s, by buying bags on their
journeys to Europe.”

“For us, our
technologies should
allow us to tackle old
problems from new
angles. In this regard,
we have created for
instance a new material
for umbrellas, which
makes our umbrellas
the most water repellent
umbrellas in the world”
Tetsuo Ikeda,
President and COO,
Komatsu Seiren

“We have developed a
non-fluorinated product
for water repelling.
80% of the product is
made from plants and
plant-related material,
however, it has the
best performance in the
world”
Yasumasa Emori,
Executive President,
NICCA Chemical

Designers like Yohji Yamamoto, Junya Watanabe and
Issey Miyake have influenced
fashion in Paris, Milan and
New York. But in Japan, the
ageing population trend means
that fewer people are interested in buying fashion forward
clothing or need to buy new
work attire.
Changing trends however
leave room for innovation and
noticeable efforts like the ‘Cool
Biz’ campaign, which encourages people to wear lightweight
clothing in summer to reduce
the need for high consumption
of air conditioning, are seeing
the day. Less energy use in offices saves on cost for companies and has been especially
useful after natural disasters,
like the 2011 earthquake and
tsunami that caused electricity shortages. The campaign
has been effective and emulated by entities like the United
Nations in 2008.
Japan’s textile industry is
also making positive changes
with a longer-term focus.
Business leaders in Japan
know the importance of innovation for a sustainable
future and are pushing for a
concentration on more environmentally efficient materials. Using all components of
the materials and improving
on the production process to
reduce waste are also part of
the new process introduced.

What’s more, companies are
working to optimize technology and make production more
cost effective. The WholeGarment system is patented by
manufacturing company Shima
Seiki and has the ability to create
a seam-free garment in a half an
hour by just pushing a button.
Now, one worker can operate
ten machines, lowering the labor costs in an economy that is
struggling to find workers.
Keeping production in Japan
means designers can work with
confidence that their designs
will be carried out to the desired perfection. The idea that
Japanese quality cannot be beat
is very strong within this sector
too. Knitware designer Motohiro Tanji told Agence FrancePress, “It’s easier for me to work
with Japanese manufacturers.
My designs are complicated
and demand a high level of technical skill which I can find here.”
This may explain why the
knitwear sector, which has experienced a 40% upturn in exports since 2006, is capitalizing
on this kind of technology and
seems to be stabilizing while
others struggle to reinvent
their products and designs.
Through the new technology and development of innovative materials, companies in
Japan are influencing the scope
of apparel and textiles for more
sustainability that will hopefully have an impact. Around
800 companies now use the
WholeGarment system, including manufacturers in Italy.
Implementing the use of new
machinery has earned Shima
Seiki nearly 60% market share
globally for knitting machines.
Innovative technology is
only increasing the potential
for diversified exports from
Japan as impressive new materials are being released. Compared with other water retentive blocks marketed currently,
‘Greenbiz’ is a material that is
capable of absorbing water,
then slowly releasing it to evaporate. This process cools athletes like runners in an effective
way and will hopefully be seen
at the 2020 Tokyo Olympic and
Paralympic games. The fabric
dyeing company in the Ishikawa Prefecture responsible for
producing this sustainable,
energy conserving material is
Komatsu Seiren.
It develops fabrics for
sportswear, fashion clothing
and household goods and
many of their materials may
be in some of the items you
used today. The company’s annual production of rolled fabric
with a width of one meter is five
times the earth’s circumference
in length and with 15% share in
the market of Japanese textile
production, their innovative
materials are being utilized in
numerous products.
‘Greenbiz’ is a foam ceramic material that is made of
the biomass cake that is discharged during the cloth dyeing process. For the purpose
of achieving zero emissions,
Komatsu Seiren is using plenty
of water in the production processes such as textile dying. By
repurposing these leftovers, it
has created a material that is
used completely, even putting
the residual pieces and dust
to use as soil improvement
agents.
President and Chief Operating Officer Tetsuo Ikeda
explains, “For us, our technologies should allow us to tackle
old problems from new angles.
In this regard, we have created
for instance a new material for
umbrellas, which makes our
umbrellas the most water repellent umbrellas in the world.
It is quite amazing actually: the
umbrella gets wet, you shake it
off once and it’s completely dry!
It is presently a luxury item and
sells for about 5,000 yen ($50)
on the market.”
Komatsu Seiren produces
multiple other highly functional fabrics that are used in
a variety of ways. ‘Trient’, for example, is a mosquito repellent
material that fends off pesky
flying insects as well as fleas
and ticks, while ‘Lumifresh’, is
an antimicrobial material that
helps prevent the growth of
bacteria on fibers, so wet laundry and clothes smell better.
Their ‘Aller-Beat BR’ material
has anti-allergenic functions
and is both water repellent
and resistant to the adhesion
of pollen and dust.

Founded in 2007, the newgeneration biomaterial being
produced at Spiber is the result of over 10 years of study
of spider silks, a substance that
is 340 times tougher than steel.
Kazuhide Sekiyama, Founder,
Director and Representative
Executive Officer, comments,
“Protein materials have a lot of
potential in general, especially
spider silk as it is the toughest
known material in nature. It
has the potential to replace a
lot of materials that are being
used right now, like nylon.”
In 2015, Spiber partnered
with The North Face and has
begun prototyping outdoor
products. “We have a team
called the material hunting
team: they go out and find spiders and they sequence their
gene responsible for the creation of its thread. Each spider
can make up to seven different
kinds of threads, each with a
different purpose.”
This kind of research
seemed like something out of
the future when Mr. Sekiyama
began his mission 10 years ago.
He stated that, “about 60% of
fiber consumption is from petrochemicals. If we do not do
something about it soon, it is
going to be a big problem for
the environment, and we believe that our technology is one
of the possible solutions for this
problem.”
Technology and environmental concerns are two of the
primary forces driving the evolution of the textile industry
and young companies are not
the only ones taking part in this
movement. Many innovations
in the sector are actually attributable to 75-year-old company
NICCA Chemical, one of the
top suppliers of surfactants
for the textile industry as they
continue to make efforts to reduce factory waste and carbon
dioxide production.
Started by the grandfather of current Executive
President and Representative
Director, Yasumasa Emori,
NICCA Chemical has seen
many changes over the years.
Mr. Emori explains, “We have
developed a non-fluorinated
product for water repelling.
80% of the product is made
from plants and plant-related
material, however, it has the
best performance in the world.
“Usually fluorine-based water repellants are widely used;
however, some environmental
organizations are saying the
fluorine based products are
not environmentally friendly.
All the big names like Puma,
Adidas, and Uniqlo have followed this opinion and decided not to use them,” says
Mr. Emori.
Minimizing environmental
impact is a high priority at
the company and significant
progress has already been
made with some processes. Mr.
Emori explains, “For example,
to be able to dye one kilogram
of textile material, it takes
about 100 kilograms of water.
We have been able to reduce
that by 50% and we are working to reduce it further to 70%.”
As progress continues, we
can look forward to perhaps
seeing some of these advanced
materials, like Komatsu Seiren’s ‘Greenbiz’ worn by athletes at the Tokyo Olympics
or NICCA’s products in new
vehicles. As Mr. Emori says,
“We are selling several of our
products to American car
manufacturers that required
our technology after seeing
how well it worked with some
big-name Japanese automotive manufacturers, to which
we are selling our products. At
this time, more than 60% of our
U.S. sales are going to the automotive industry.” This could
be considered quite a success
considering how difficult it
can be for Japanese companies to enter the U.S. market
where many consumers want
to buy things that are made in
America.
NICCA also develops cosmetic products that have been
in the market since the early
1980s when DEMI Cosmetics
was launched. With years of
knowledge and experience in
the textile field, this business
venture is poised to compete
with competitors because, as Mr.
Emori describes, “We are a technology related company. The
founder said that we do not sell
the product, but we are selling

the solutions and the technologies. This philosophy is nothing but our strategy. We have a
technology to gently dye silk and
another to wash wool, which
contain synthetic fibers as well.
We have to be careful about
how the materials feel, so they
are not itchy or hurt the person
wearing it. We have had these
technologies since the foundation of DEMI, which makes our
product strength very obvious
to other companies regarding
hair care products.”

NICCA recently began construction on their Innovation
Center, a concept that consists
of 40 employees that meet
periodically to make changes
in work style and collaborate
for research about future innovations in chemicals and
products. The development
of a center like this is well
aligned with the overall movement in Japan to concentrate
on innovation for long-term
sustainability, economically
and environmentally.

Globally, much of the
world’s textile manufacturing takes place in Asia
and Japan is focused on becoming the provider of the
highest quality and most
forward-thinking
material available in markets all
over the world. Whether it’s
material made from spider
silk or specially designed
with organic products, the
textiles coming out of Japan
are the next generation of
innovation.

Japanese companies like Komatsu Seiren are developing innovative materials such as ‘GreenBiz’

NICCA Chemical’s Innovation Center

Monozukuri: craftsmanship engrained in Japanese DNA
While Japanese products have
long been known for their
premium quality and elevated
production standards, little is
known about the concept that
drive Japanese to place so much
importance on quality. The
word “monozukuri” has no direct translation to English, but
can be most closely associated
with the notion “craftsmanship.”
The word “mono” usually means
“products,” while “zukuri” can
translate as “to make” or “to produce”, or sometimes as “to create.” This sentiment of creation
is what animates many Japanese
manufacturers and certainly
what explains the dedication and
discipline in many Japanese business practices.
The idea of monozukuri is
that the goal is not only to create a final product to be proud
of, but to do so while trying
to improve upon the current
process. That is, while making
the quality product, the person
should be striving to make it

the best possible. Many Japanese companies believe this is
what separates them from their
competitors. Though they may
be creating the same product,
the Japanese standards of quality
place importance on the process
of making the artifact, so that the
final version eventually comes
out on top versus perhaps a
cheaper or quicker competitor’s version. Major companies
like Toyota have already been
internationally recognized for
their application of this principle which helped differentiate
them from groups whose sole
focus has been profit, regardless of the waste and low caliber
merchandise produced.
Monozukuri also means more
responsibility is placed on the
entity or individual creating the
product: rather than admiring
someone for the thing that they
have made, emphasis is put on
appreciating the skill and the end
product. In today’s world, people
are praised for their creations,

but many times their fame or
celebrity status outshines the
actual design and handiwork
that went into their invention.
The difference here is that the
object that gains respect and
admiration is the creation, rather
than the person that created it.
Many manufacturers in the
Western world have the “just
get it done” attitude, believing
that delivering something to
the consumer is better than
nothing, and all the better if it
beats the competition to the
market. In Japan, this is not the
case. Abenomics has given an
advantage to exports with the
weak yen, increasing the need
for manufacturing products
to be made and shipped internationally. As more international consumers have the
opportunity to purchase Japanese products, businesses will
continue to apply the idea of
monozukuri to their practices
in hopes of standing out against
lesser competition.
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The best connectivity in the world
Japan has built an ultraefficient transport system,
where the train reigns
supreme. By further
enhancing both internal
and regional connectivity,
the country hopes to entice
more visitors beyond
the hotspots of Tokyo
and Mount Fuji, as well
as to boost commercial
links with its fast growing
neighbors in Asia

J

apan was the first
country in the world
to operate high-speed
trains, and the name
with which they are
known locally (Shinkansen) is a synonym for convenience, safety and reliability,
and a metaphor for Japanese
technological audacity. It is
also a physical uniting force
that gave the finishing touch
to the country’s impressive post-war reconstruction–the first bullet train,
operated by Japan Railways
Group, saw the light as early
as 1964.
The Shinkansen has expanded apace and now
runs on a network of 2,764.6
kilometers of lines with
maximum speeds ranging
between 240 and 320 kilometers per hour. The system
has an almost untarnished
safety record. No passenger
fatalities or serious injuries
have ever been reported as
a result of accidents–an eyebrow-raising achievement if
we consider that the railway
carries around 420,000 passengers or more on a typical
weekday.
The impressive numbers
do not end there. Since
its inauguration in 1964,
approximately 5.6 billion
people have used the Tokaido Shinkansen, which
links Japan’s three largest
metropolitan areas: Tokyo,
Nagoya, and Osaka. These
huge masses of passengers
are very likely to arrive on
time, as the average delay
from schedule per train is
just 0.9 minutes.
In a relatively small but
densely populated country
like Japan, high-speed trains
are presenting fierce competition to airlines. In fact, it
is possible to go from Tokyo
to Osaka by train in just
two hours and 22 minutes,
which is virtually the same
time that this route takes by
air if one includes the time
necessary to travel between
airports and city centers as
well as check-in and other
inevitably time-consuming
actions.
The Japanese authorities
take pride in the Shinkansen system, but they know
that this is a still-in-progress masterpiece. Last December, construction work
began on the nation’s first
magnetic levitation (Maglev) train line. The works,
which are being carried out
by Central Japan Railway Co
(JR Central), involve major
engineering challenges such
as a digging a 25-kilometer
tunnel between the Yamanashi and Shizuoka prefectures. Once in operation,
the Maglev will reach a top
speed of 500 kilometers per
hour.
JR Central expects the
Tokyo-Nagoya segment of
the route to cost 9 trillion
yen ($89 billion), with the
extension to Osaka (to be
completed by 2037, eight
years earlier than planned)
costing a further ¥5.5 trillion.
In the eyes of many foreigners, those volumes of
money may look exorbitant, if not wasteful. In a
country that is hard pressed
by a shrinking and ageing
population that may put unbearable pressure on public
spending, isn’t it frivolous
to invest such staggering
amounts on a train network?
Sceptics may have a
point. Their concerns are
legitimate and backed by
obvious if short-sighted
fiscal reasons. But they are
failing to understand what
Shinkansen really means
and ignoring that this train
is a crucial feature of the
nation’s identity, its iron
backbone and a testament
to the national engineering
and technological glory.

“We want Americans
to get a better and
deeper understanding
of Japan as a country.
Japan has more than
Kyoto and Tokyo, there
are other areas and
smaller cities that have
their own unique charm.
By learning about the
country through Japanese
TV programs, they might
come visit those areas
and even enjoy the food
and experience the local
culture first-hand”
Shinji Takada
President, SKY Perfect JSAT

Japanese TV programs, they
might come visit those areas
and even enjoy the food and
experience the local culture
first-hand. We want to be
able to entice them to do it.”

Japan needs a psychological boost. The country may
be losing people and international clout, and perhaps
the ‘Made in Japan’ seal is a
shadow of what it used to
be back in the 90s; but its
high-speed train system,
which has been arousing the
admiration of the world for
half a century, will not be
compromised.
Japan wants to keep its
leadership intact and cannot
afford its Shinkansen system
to be dwarfed by high-speed
train developments in other
countries. It is no secret that
being in the lead requires a
volume of investments that
is commensurate with the
country’s determination to
keep its crown.
Furthermore, the Shinkansen is the true symbol of
a fully connected archipelago. It does not only serve
the busiest metropolitan
routes, but is increasingly
reaching the country’s farflung corners. Last March
Japan opened its first bullettrain service to the northern
island of Hokkaido, where
stops include the ski resorts
and the port city of Hakodate. The line, operated
by the Hokkaido Railway
Company (JR Hokkaido), is
scheduled to be extended to
the prefecture’s capital Sapporo by March 2031.
This new service will not
only bring Hokkaido effectively closer to Japan’s most
populated areas, but will
also bring more local and
international tourists to
the island. The profitable
ski industry stands a lot to
benefit, and competition

with airlines in that niche
market is poised to intensify.
When speaking about the
wonders of Japan’s bullettrain system, we often ignore the economic advantages directly or indirectly
linked to it. However, the
gains have been stunning:
time savings alone from
switching from a conventional to a high-speed network have been estimated
at 400 million hours, which
has an economic impact of
500 billion yen ($4.9 billion)
per year. Furthermore, as the
case of the Hokkaido Shinkansen suggests, high-speed
trains are a boon to tourism,
especially in remote areas
where it used to be either
too difficult or too expensive to go.
The synergies between
bullet train expansion and
tourism are perfectly embodied by Tobu Railway,
which is not only the second largest private railway
company in the country, but
also a major tourism operator which, among other
sites, manages the iconic
Skytree tower, a broadcasting and observation tower
in Tokyo.
“While the number of
tourists is increasing, visitors tend to concentrate in
the same areas, and so does
their spending. They come
to Tokyo, see Mount Fuji, go
to Kyoto or to Hokkaido in
the winter, and then they go
home. The real question is
how to effectively distribute
and diffuse tourism in Japan
on a broader basis”, says Yoshizumi Nezu, President of
Tobu Railway Co.

Diversifying tourist destinations is a means of boosting the country’s least known
areas and providing foreign
visitors with a more unique
experience. Mr. Nezu focuses on U.S.-Japan tourist
relations and is confident
that his company can help
bring about balance: “There
are 3.8 million tourists from
Japan that visit the U.S. every
year. However, there are only
one million U.S. tourists that
come to Japan. The number
of tourists is unbalanced and
this is a big mismatch, which
we as a company would like
to fix, so these numbers can
come to parity.”
In his view, Japan will only
unlock its full tourism potential if it gets visitors to go
there multiple times. Japan,
he says, wants tourists “to fall
in love [with the country] and
come back frequently”. Due
to its geographical location,
Japan is certainly a once-in-alifetime destination for most
Western tourists, who mostly
confine themselves to Kyoto’s
blossoming cherry trees, Tokyo’s relentless urban charm
or Mount Fuji’s postcardperfect composure. But away
from Japan’s best-known sites
there is a wonderful country
waiting to be discovered, and
different areas of the nation
can be explored during different trips to Japan.
Bullet trains are becoming an indispensable ally
for visitors wishing to see all
of Japan in a time-efficient
way. However, the Shinkansen goes far beyond the national borders. The Japanese
authorities have already exported the country’s railway

technology and know-how
to places like Taiwan, mainland China and the United
Kingdom. In addition, Tokyo has pledged $2 million
to help fund studies on the
feasibility of a maglev train
that could shuttle passengers
from Baltimore to Washington within 15 minutes, and
signed an agreement for the
construction of India’s first
high-speed rail link.
The country’s sole satellite communications operator, SKY Perfect JSAT, is
the largest operator in Asia
and Japan’s only provider of
both multi-channel pay TV
broadcasting and satellite
communications services.
President Shinji Takada believes his company can also
support efforts to entice
more U.S. tourists to Japan.
By exporting Japanese TV
content, SKY Perfect JSAT
could help disseminate a
more in-depth knowledge of
the country and its culture
among foreigners, particularly in the U.S.
“The Japanese government wants to be able to
boost Japanese content
and services penetration
abroad to raise our competitiveness, either by rebroadcasting contents or
by creating specific contents
such as animations or game
characters,” Mr. Takada says.
“We want Americans
to get a better and deeper
understanding of Japan as
a country. Japan has more
than Kyoto and Tokyo, there
are other areas and smaller
cities that have their own
unique charm. By learning
about the country through

Extending connectivity
beyond its borders
Another industry that illustrates Japan’s superb connectivity is logistics, which has
the potential to spur growth
and development outside
the main service-centered
cities and make the most of
the nation’s coastal locations.
At the same time, a re-energized logistics industry could
foster the country’s trade
with its fast-growing Asian
neighbors, which could in
turn revive the Japanese
economy and mitigate the
adverse effects of its shrinking domestic market.
In other words, Japan
needs to use its formidable
connectivity to secure a
closer interaction with the
Asian economies that are
becoming the new engine
of global growth. Hiromi Yamashiro, Chairman of RKK,
a cooperate group of 14 logistics companies based in
the southernmost part of the
country, makes it very clear:
“Japan needs to get more involved with other growing
Asian nations and recover
its vitality”.
RKK could help Japan do
just that and, by the same token, develop a region that is
far removed from the country’s economic hubs. Mr. Yamashiro explains it in a way
that mixes past, present and
future: “Learning the virtue
of wisdom and courage from
our ancestors, RKK would
like to become glocal [that
is, deep-rooted in its territory but capable of reaching overseas markets] and
grow as a bridge between
Japan, Asia and the rest of
the world”.
Another company mainly
engaged in the logistics business, Seino Holdings, is also
doing its bit to enhance trade
links between Japan and its
immediate Asian neighborhood. But its president,
Yoshitaka Taguchi, believes
that the country needs to
think bigger: as a Pacific nation, the whole ocean must
be Japan’s market.
The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), a major
trade agreement between
Japan, the U.S. and other 10
Pacific countries that is yet
to be ratified, looks like the
way ahead for the nation’s
economic renaissance and
global rebranding. “As a result of the TPP, I believe that
there will be a new brand
established. There will be
‘Managed by Japan’ as opposed to ‘Made in Japan’,”Mr.
Taguchi says.
The country is certainly
undergoing a major transformation.
Traditionally
known for its sophisticated
manufacturing and electronic sectors, it now must
shift the focus to its unmatchable connectivity and
unleash itself into a promising future.
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Ports look to regain competitiveness
While many Japanese ports faced slowdowns in 2015, the Port of Kobe experienced
its best year since 1995. Kobe is now looking to regain its position amongst with
world’s busiest ports by “making logistics simpler and more effective,” says the
Chairman of harbor logistics company Kamigumi, which has developed ‘smart’
terminals that have helped the firm’s revenues grow by almost 47%

T

he year 2015 will
not be remembered fondly by
Japanese container port operators.
With both exports and imports
hampered by the slowdown in
China and by anemic consumer
spending at home, the ports of
Tokyo, Yokohama, Nagoya and
Osaka reported dwindling container traffic for the first time in
six years.
Among the country’s five biggest ports, only Kobe managed
to emerge unscathed from the
2015 malaise. It not only recorded positive traffic results, but
overtook Nagoya to become the
country’s third-biggest container
port. It also managed to reach its
best performance since 1995,
when the port was devastated by
the Great Hanshin earthquake,
which destroyed almost all of its
container terminals.
The effects of the earthquake–coupled, of course, with
Japan’s economic problems–
were severe and long-lasting:
Kobe slipped from being the
world’s sixth busiest port in 1994
to 56th position in 2013. But
things look rosier now, with the
port’s container traffic recovering pre-disaster levels.
The history of the port of
Kobe is inseparable from that
of Kamigumi, Japan’s leading
harbor logistics company that
was founded in 1867, just at the
time of the port’s inauguration.
Both have grown alongside
each other and rendered a service to the national economy.

“Kamigumi has always been at
the forefront of Japan’s trade and
cargo industry, and as such we
believe that our company has
largely contributed to enhance
Japanese industrial competitiveness and exports,” says its Chairman, Masami Kubo, who is also
Chairman of the Japan Harbor
Transportation Association.
The government is fully aware
of the importance of underpinning Japanese ports at this time
of extreme competition, and is
throwing all its weight behind
them. In December last year the
transport ministry announced
that it would allocate 81.5 billion yen ($679 million) to shore
up strategic Japenese ports and
ensure that they can compete
with rivals across Asia.
Most ports in Japan are
finding it hard to adapt to the
new economic realities. In the
absence of a strong domestic
market, the Japanese companies are increasingly looking at
fast-growing countries like The
Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia or India as both clients and manufacturing bases.
However, the nation’s ports are
currently unable to cope with
the complex logistics needs
that this pan-Asian activity
generates.
“Japanese ports are not able to
handle this strong logistics need
right now. In the Japan Harbor
Transportation Association, we
are working with the government to figure out how to bring
back this logistics capacity,” Mr.
Kubo says.

In the meantime, foreign operators are benefitting from the
lack of capacity of their counterparts in Japan. Huge volumes of manufacturing goods
produced by Japanese companies in Asian countries that
are then exported to America
are using the port of Singapore
instead of going through Japanese ports, which are located
on major shipping lanes and are
the last ports of Asia for ships
travelling to the Americas.
If they want to compete with
their overseas rivals, Japanese
ports need to find their added
value. “The business industry
as a whole is working together
with the government to make
practical policies and create an
adequate environment, in order
to provide this added value to
justify shipping companies using
Japanese ports as transshipment
hubs, rather than other Asian
ports,” Mr. Kubo admits.
Putting the emphasis on quality over quantity could be the
secret. Until now, port terminals
have focused on loading and unloading as fast as possible, but this,
according to Mr. Kubo, is not the
best approach: “The major difference between our terminals is
that our focus is making logistics
simpler and more effective for
our customers.”
Kamigumi is developing and
using some of the breakthroughs
that can help Japanese ports regain competitiveness. Perhaps
the most important of them is
the so-called ‘smart’ terminal,
which allows for efficient cus-

The Port of Kobe overtook Nagoya to
become the country’s third-biggest
container port

tomer-oriented processes that
have led the company to record
impressive results: since building smart terminals in Kobe and
later in other ports, Kamigumi’s
sales revenue have increased
dramatically, reaching a record
$2.2 billion in 2015.
With the introduction of
cutting-edge techniques, in
the ports as well as in hinterland
logistics centers for industries
such as steel, chemical, automobile, consumer, retail, engineering, manufacturing and
fruits and vegetables, Japanese
port operators provide a wide
range of logistics services to suit
customers not only in the national market, but also in other
countries. This is the reason
why Kamigumi is expanding
its operations to foreign ports,
mostly in China, but also in
countries like Thailand and
Myanmar. The latter, however,
poses diplomatic problems, as
U.S. sanctions are still in place:
“Working with companies on
the black list means not being
able to do business with the
United States, which is a nervewrecking experience,” Mr. Kubo
concedes.

Japanese operators are not
confining themselves to Asia.
The Pacific Ocean, which they
share with other continents, offers opportunities in countries
like Mexico, a strategic gateway
to the United States and many
other nations. Once the TransPacific Partnership enters into
force, bringing together both
sides of the ocean into a colossal free trade platform, foreign
expansion will only increase.
The eyes of Kamigumi are
now on the U.S., where it is currently operating with two partners in Los Angeles after closing its office there in the 1990s.
The company contemplates
re-opening its L.A. office and
establishing other U.S. offices
in the locations that fit its commercial needs and will eventually function as the axes of its U.S.
business. Its Mexican base could
be used as a launching pad to the
American market.
Japanese ports operators
need a differential and valueadding edge and a sensible plan
for international expansion to
withstand competition from
other Asian actors. This is how
Kobe has recovered after the

“Japanese ports are
not able to handle this
strong logistics need
right now. In the Japan
Harbor Transportation
Association, we are
working with the
government to figure out
how to bring back this
logistics capacity”
Masami Kubo, Chairman, Kamigumi
and Chairman, Japan Harbor
Transportation Association

devastation of the Great Earthquake. Now it remains to be seen
whether, inspired by Kobe’s resurgence, other ports are ready
to proceed with the same recipe.

Shrinking domestic market pushes Japan Inc. abroad
Every challenge also
brings opportunity:
Japan’s aging population
and shrinking domestic
market urges Japanese
firms to innovate and
expand overseas for new
opportunities

F

ew countries epitomize better than
Japan the challenges
looming over the
future of many advanced economies. Its population is aging and fell by nearly
one million between 2010 and
2015; as a result, the country’s
workforce is expected to decrease massively, urging Japan
to encourage more women to
work and to take in more immigrants. Otherwise, public
spending will soon become
unsustainable.
Japan’s domestic market is
shrinking and, to make matters
worse, the country’s manufacturers are seriously challenged
by competitors in South Korea,
China, Europe and the U.S. on
the global market. That is why
Japan Inc. is working to rediscover its innovative edge in
order to compete overseas.
Despite those mounting
difficulties, Japan is also well
equipped to successfully ride
the wave of globalization, provided it seriously ups its inno-

vation capacities. This does not
only apply to its traditionally
cutting-edge industries, but
also to other sectors that need
a deep transformation.
Progress is already tangible
in Japan’s $50 billion packaging sector. This industry
hardly makes the headlines,
but its current technological
and customer-centred drive
makes up for its apparent
lack of fanciness. It is quickly
adapting to diverse contemporary lifestyles and developing R&D-intensive products
to match current needs.
Japanese eCommerce is one
industry riding the globalization wave. Rakuten, a leading
local online shopping platform,
has a bigger market share than
the Japanese subsidiaries of
Amazon and Yahoo. This gives
an idea of the extent to which
eCommerce has a resolute local flavour there. This industry
has proved especially effective
at using Japan’s ever-evolving
mentality as a template for its
business policy.
Another illustrative example
of the Japanese innovative approach is the ready-made food
sector, which is booming as a
result of the rise of single-person households and ageing
consumers. Kewpie, a foodsmanufacturing company, relies
on highly-quality, mostly nonGMO products to cater for its

health-conscious elderly clientele. Paradoxically, it all started
with a much younger kind of
customer – babies. “Our expertise in the baby food business
has enabled us to acquire some
techniques which have led to
the development of soft-textured nursing care food and to
expand into the aging society
business”, explains President,
Minesaburo Miyake.
Kokubu, a Japanese processed food and logistics
company, is another example
of that shift to the elderly. Its
Executive Vice President and
COO, Akira Kokubu, admits
he is always “looking towards
the edge of society” in order
to find new consumers in
Japan’s shrinking domestic
market.
Adaptation is the sacred
rule, but Japanese consumers also need to feel that their
health is being looked after.
Kazuhide Nakano, Chairman
and CEO of Mizkan Holdings,
a manufacturer of seasoning products, has managed
to educate customers so that
they can distinguish between
the healthy brewed vinegar
his company produces and the
synthetic one that is the staple
of the Japanese table. “What
we did was a quite good deed,
not only for the industry but
also for the consumers”, Mr.
Nakano says.

Ethical principles are indeed gaining ground and becoming a cornerstone of Japanese marketing techniques.
Kunio Otani, President of
Nichirei, a top producer of
frozen foods, explains how
his company relies on its environmental values as a means
of differentiating itself from
competitors: “Our corporate
social responsibility program
comprises three main pillars.
The most important is preventing global warming. The
second is enabling sustainable production in the global
food supply, and the third is
maintaining biodiversity. Nature’s bounty is what allows us
to continue as a company”, he
explains.
The challenge for Japanese
business is not just understanding the new needs of domestic customers, but doing
the same overseas. This has
proven much more difficult for
a corporate culture that tends
to have rigidly local views and
little inclination to unclench its
centralized fist. But a shrinking
domestic market means that
Japan needs to go beyond its
borders and embrace globalization full-heartedly.
Many Japanese companies
are looking at the U.S. market
for their expansion, but have
to work hard to re-establish
their country’s reputation as

a high-quality manufacturer.
That is the case of Calbee,
a leader in the local savoury
snack market which is partially owned by Pepsico. According to its Chairman, Akira
Matsumoto, the ‘Made in Japan’ brand is not strong in the
U.S., but the company’s focus
on healthy snacks has brought
Calbee products to Walmart’s
fresh vegetables area.
Thanks to its good chemistry with globalization, the
food industry has become an
unlikely standard-bearer for
the international resurgence of
Japanese products. Mr. Miyake
of Kewpie expresses how difficult this process is for companies that have traditionally depended on the national market:
“One of the main challenges we
face is to really think globally.
Adapting to a new consumer
model can be tricky”.
Now Japanese managers
are buying overseas companies and relying on their local
know-how. That is exactly
what Nichirei has done in the
U.S., where it has acquired
the company InnovAsian.
“We are creating products
for the American market as an
Asian food company catering
to American tastes”, says Mr.
Otani.
As for Kokubu, it is focusing its expansion efforts a little
closer to home. “At present we

“Our corporate
social responsibility
program comprises
three main pillars.
The most important
is preventing global
warming. The second
is enabling sustainable
production in the global
food supply, and the
third is maintaining
biodiversity”
Kunio Otani,
President, Nichirei

are running a five-year business plan, which went into
effect this year and which
articulates around two main
strategies: the first one is to
focus on the food market in
Japan, and the second one is
to enhance our international
expansion.”
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Tourism: the new engine for growth

With the goal of drawing 20 million inbound tourists annually by 2020 within reach four years ahead of schedule, the government doubled the target to 40 million

Mount Fuji is one of Japan’s most popular tourist attractions

L

ong dominated by
its industrial and
manufacturing
sectors, and still
recovering from
the aftermath of the natural
and industrial catastrophes
at Tohoku in 2011, Japan is
today looking at a still largely
untapped yet highly potential new source of income:
tourism.
The increase in visitors in
recent years reached nearly 20
million in 2015: 47.3% up on
the previous year’s total and
nearly four times the 5.2 million who visited the country
in 2003 when the “Visit Japan”
campaign began. This notable
step forward has encouraged
the Japanese government to
regard tourism as one of the
most promising new pillars
in the promotion of its economic growth strategy. Such
a rise in numbers had not been
anticipated until 2020, when
the country hosts the next
Olympics, and has prompted
the government to now double its target of tourist arrivals
to 40 million.
Also targeted for 2020 is
a spending of 8 trillion yen
($79.6 billion) by overseas visitors, over twice its 2015 record
of 3.48 trillion yen. Looking
ahead, the government aims
to attract 60 million visitors a
year by 2030 in the additional
hope that they will spend 15
trillion yen annually by then.
The bulk of the country’s
visitors come from Asia, and
over a quarter of the total are
well-heeled Chinese travelers,
who tend to indulge in high
spending city sprees during
their stay, rather than check
out the local culture. Only
around a million visitors come
from the United States at
present, with a large number
of potential future clients apparently deterred by language
difficulties and the high cost of
living they expect to encounter in Japan.
Akira Hirabayahshi, President of H.I.S. Travel Agency,
which has 300 locations in
Japan and 215 retail locations
in 64 countries (and also operates the country’s first fully-automated robot hotel in
Nagasaki), is anxious to dispel
these misconceptions. “We
have online booking in 15 languages at hisgo.com and over
13,000 staff that can talk to you
without waiting 30 or more
minutes on the phone. We’re
even available in person at our
retail locations,” he says.
“Also, the exchange rate
has been beneficial and Japan
is more affordable than ever

before. Travelers from the U.S.
will find that prices are lower
and the exchange rate is favorable for the U.S. dollar. Since
the 1980s ‘Bubble Economy’
many people still have the
idea that prices in Japan are
exorbitant but this is simply
not the case.”
Ryoichi Matsuyama, CEO
and President of the Japanese
National Tourism Organization (JNTO), says much the
same: “Everyone states that
they wish to visit Japan someday, but often the perception is
that it’s too expensive, too far
away and that there is a great
language barrier. We must
now close this perception gap
and create the sentiment of ‘I
want to go to Japan now!’”
Also eager to encourage
more Western visitors is Steve
Dewire, General Manager of
the 387 room, multicultural
“lifestyle destination” Grand
Hyatt Tokyo, one of Asia’s
most dynamic landmark
deluxe hotels, noted for its
multilingual staff and flexible
blend of new and traditional
cultures. “We have a very solid
platform from which to further grow,” claims Mr. Dewire.
“Japan is a very sophisticated
country that is full of appeal,
where attention to detail and
superior quality is reflected
in everything along with the
mind of omotenashi (hospitality) which expands across not
only tourism but also business.
Visitors who come here feel a
sense of safety, understand
the culture, and experience
the kindness of people and
the ease of getting around
Tokyo. When they leave they
talk to their families and other
people they know, creating a
very positive image of Japan
by word of mouth.”
He’s aware of the country’s
issues, which include a declining birthrate and parallel fall
in workforce availability, and
realizes that a supporting infrastructure, not just for Tokyo but the whole country, is
essential to support increasing
tourism, as is keeping up with
the latest technological methods such as digital marketing
and SNS. Mr. Dewire also
thinks it’s important to promote Japan’s value as a brand
as well as a country. “In order
to communicate the brand effectively the citizens of Japan
must continue to share their
pride of their country, culture and important traditions
through tourism,” he adds.
JNTO’s Mr. Matsuyama
points out that a high level of
promotional success has already been achieved in this di-

Grand Hyatt Tokyo Hotel

rection as the Country Brand
Index for Tourism recently
judged Japan second after Italy
and number one in the world
for attractions. It also came
third in food and in culture
and heritage, where it closely
followed Italy and France.
“Despite 2011’s devastating
disaster,” says Mr. Matsuyama,
“Japan’s brand has generated
enough good will over the past
decade to perform well.”
Tadashi Inoue, President
and CEO of Solare Hotels
and Resorts, which owns a
total of 57 properties and
nearly 10,000 beds, believes
strongly in the need to invest
in tourism, notably since the
Abe administration’s far seeing “Visit Japan” campaign
opened his country’s attractions to the world. He also
wants to make the appeal extend beyond purely material
facets like city shopping.
“I think we should put more
emphasis on content,” he says,
“especially on culture, history
and all these unique assets and
facets that Japan has. This will
add value to our tourism industry and I see this as a key element for the sector’s sustainable growth.” He thinks the
solution is to promote Japan
as a whole, with each region
getting its share of publicity.
Solare is highly experienced
in the catering business. “We
have the know how to manage and operate our hotels and
we do it really well,” Mr. Inoue
notes proudly. “We have also
come up with some of our own
specialties such as branding,”
he adds, echoing the importance both Mr. Dewire and
Mr. Matsuyama have attached
to this aspect of marketing.
“At the moment most of our
customers will choose the hotel
based on price, but in the future
we hope to come up with the
best hotel brand in Japan. This
kind of strategy is unique. We
change, innovate, add and come
up with a new style and new
branding.” Like Mr. Dewire he’s
also strongly aware of the labor
shortage in the hotel industry
due to the decreasing population, and for the time being is
content to concentrate on the
domestic market rather than
look overseas.
Akira Segawa, President of
the Fujita Kanko hotel chain,
laments the industry’s labor
shortage and echoes Mr. Inoue’s desire to promote the
country’s rich and varied cultural attractions. His company has established global interests and operates offices and
hotels in many Asian destinations. It was a pioneer in the

Procession of a Thousand Warriors in Nikko

Japanese hospitality business
60 years ago with an Onsen, or
hot spring, resort in Hakone
Kowaki-en and now has over
70 properties in Japan.
Fujita Kanko owns several
cultural assets, such as the
famed Chinzanso garden, but
justly regard their food department and chain of highly successful restaurants as their traditional forte. “We serve some
of the best Japanese food in the
country,” says Mr. Segawa, “so
we preserve the special spirit
that food represents in Japanese culture.”
The company is trying to
break away from the traditionally long periods of time
it used to take for a chef to fully
master his trade–anything
from 5 to 20 years–and in order to streamline the process
for aspiring young staff, the
company’s eating spots have
smartphone applications and
other time saving technological benefits. Chefs are also being taught the “science behind
the cooking,” chemical elements involved and suchlike.
Looking ahead, the company
aims–undefined as yet–to
open restaurants in key U.S.
markets such as New York.
Fuji Media Holdings, which
has advanced Japan’s media,
television,
entertainment,
music and advertising world
notably in recent years, also
promoted a “cooking culture”
through their highly popular
reality TV program called
“Iron Chef ” in which famed
chefs “dueled “ with each other
in producing dishes from the
same ingredient. (Such was its
success that it even produced
a spin-off version in the USA).
Fuji Chairman and CEO
Hisashi Hieda, however, believes Japan has not yet fully
developed a similar tourist
culture. He sees a strong need
to remedy this situation by
looking closely at the country’s
assets, benefitting from them
and boosting the number of
overall visitors. Today Fuji also
owns several hotels and has a
strong personal interest in attracting more visitors.
“Tourism is not just about
people’s inflow, but about culture, nature, history, climate,
food, people–there are many
aspects to it,” Mr. Hieda explains. “While Japan is a country that offers rich history, culture and national treasures that
we can boast of to the world,
we haven’t really developed an
effective global public relations
campaign.” In his view tourism is one of the most rapidly
growing industries in Japan.
He would like Fuji to take advantage of this trend and treat
tourism as a “media” business,
using TV to “spread the word”
to a global audience just as effectively as they did for cooking
with “Iron Chef.”
Countdown to the Olympics
Today the strongest incentive
for tourist development in Japan is provided by the Olympic
and Paralympic games due to
be held in Tokyo in 2020. It’s
anticipated that this event will
accelerate universal interest in
the Japanese capital, just as it
did with other cities in the past,
such as Barcelona after 1992.
“As the host country of the
2020 Olympics and Paralympics Japan will draw attention
from all around the world and
international visitors will continue to increase,” observes
Grand Hyatt Tokyo’s Steve
Dewire, adding that with this
expanding influx of international guests arriving from
different cultures, religion and
places, the need to be flexible
and capable of welcoming
them all efficiently and warmly will be paramount. “As we
get closer to the Olympics demand not only for leisure but

for business travel and for the
Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and Exhibitions (or
MICE) industry will increase
as well, so we have adapted by
renovating our event venues
this summer to reinforce our
position as a leading international hotel with innovative
facilities,” he adds.
The Minister for Education,
Culture, Sports, Science and
Technology (MEXT), Hiroshi
Hase, an experienced, widelytravelled former athlete and
wrestler, feels the Olympics
will provide a much needed
shot in the arm psychologically as well as economically,
in the wake of the devastating
earthquake that caused the
cripplingly expensive nuclear
reactor meltdown in Tohoku
five years ago.
“The 2020 Tokyo Summer
Olympic Games will be an
event that showcases Japan’s
recovery since the 2011 Great
East Japan Earthquake,” he
says. But this is not the first
time Japan has shown itself to
be forward-looking and adaptively creative in the face of an
international influx of visitors.
“During the 1964 Tokyo Olympics Japan boasted a variety
of world leading innovative
products to the world, such
as the Shinkansen bullet train
and color television,” he points
out. This time he believes a
whole new set of innovations
is needed. “First and foremost,
we must address the issue of
energy by utilizing high-end
devices for information and
communication”, he stresses.
The Japanese capital’s torrid summers present one of
various problems to be dealt
with effectively. “We must
develop the world’s most advanced construction material
and thereby allow Tokyo to
host the Olympic games in a
comfortable and fashionable
way,” says Mr. Hase. Another
potential headache is the specter of terrorism. To counter
this now omnipresent threat,
he adds, state-of-the-art security measures using identification technology will also
have to be conducted. Other
innovatory adjustments will
also be required. “For instance,
by developing more comfortable and functional wheelchairs, training equipment,
prosthetic limbs, we would
be able to use those as welfare equipment too,” adds Mr.
Hase. “My vision is to make
the 2020 Tokyo Olympics a
large-scale exhibition for all
the innovative solutions that
we have developed and hope
to spread across the world.”
Hiroyuki Takahashi, President of JTB Corp, the largest travel agency in Japan,
feels that these international
sporting events provide a
strong motivation for Japan
to strengthen and establish
itself as a better tourist-centric nation. “Our goal for 2020
is to establish a number one
position in the Asian market,
and ensure JTB a long-term
stable growth foundation
within this market. In order
to establish this goal, we need
to set up a stronger network
in Asia which will enable us
to expand our operations
much further, “ he says. “In
addition to that we need
to ensure that our inbound
and outbound operations
consistently achieve growth.
Our ultimate aspiration is to
establish our global DMC or
‘Departing Globally, Arriving
Globally’ model worldwide.”
Fuji Media Holdings CEO
Hisashi Hieda, in turn, is convinced tourism will continue
to flourish between now
and the Olympics and that
it will benefit greatly from
the expansion of his company. Though it’s a relatively

“Japan is a very
sophisticated country
that is full of appeal,
where attention to detail
and superior quality is
reflected in everything
along with the mind of
omotenashi (hospitality)
which expands across
not only tourism but also
business”
Steve Dewire,
General Manager,
Grand Hyatt Tokyo

“I think we should put
more emphasis on
content, especially on
culture, history and all
these unique assets and
facets that Japan has.
This will add value to
our tourism industry
and I see this as a key
element for the sector’s
sustainable growth”
Tadashi Inoue,
President and CEO, Solare Hotels
and Resorts

“We have online
booking in 15 languages
at hisgo.com and over
13,000 staff that can
talk to you without
waiting 30 or more
minutes on the phone.
We’re even available
in person at our retail
locations”
Akira Hirabayahshi,
President,
H.I.S. Travel Agency

late starter compared with
other countries, the tourist industry in Japan can, he
believes, generate a lot of
opportunities once the envisaged increase in visitors
begins to pay off. “Our hotel
business, attractions such as
aquariums, museums and entertainment-service sectors
productivity as a whole will
likely be the driver of growth
for us as a holding company,”
he says, confident that this
growth will also have a large
spillover effect.
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Off the beaten track: there is so much more than Tokyo
Beyond the bright lights of Tokyo, Japan offers a feast of cultural, natural and gastronomic wonders to enliven the
senses, such as Ise-Shima National Park in the Mie Prefecture and the 1,300-year-old Sensoji Temple in Asakusa

Red-bibbed Jizo statues in Nikko National Park

T

okyo has by no
means the monopoly on Japan’s multi-faceted attractions.
Away from the capital’s vast
urban array of glass, concrete
and luminous nights, discerning and mildly adventurous
visitors can also seek out
smaller towns and islands
where traditional ways still
prevail, and choose from no
less than 32 national parks,
eight of which have been selected by the Environment
Ministry for a pilot project
aimed at attracting more visitors in search of clear air and
breathtaking scenery.
Probably the most famous
of the selected eight is the IseShima National Park in the
Mie Prefecture, where the Isa
shrine is located and the G7
took place in May this year.
The other seven locations, all
equally enticing, are the Nikko
National Park which straddles
the Fukushima, Tochigi and
Gunma prefectures; the Daisetsuzan and Akan National
Parks in Hokkaido; the Kirishima-Kinkowan and Aso-Kuju
National Parks in Kyushu;
the
Towada-Hachimantai
National Park in northern
Tohoku; and the Keramashoto (Kerema Islands) National
Park in the Okinawa prefecture. To entice trippers to all
of these exhilarating areas
and encourage private investment in hotels and other
facilities the Ministry has announced an improvement of

infrastructure and services at
the selected locations.
Encouragement has also been
expressed by a variety of key
figures in tourism, all eager to
see the country’s appeal extend
beyond solely visiting big cities
and going shopping (favorite
pastimes of the dominant–and
generously spending–Chinese
holidaymakers’ contingent who
account for 25-30% of the current tourist market).
“The key is not to promote Japan as a whole–we have to think
specifically about these local
cultures and promote each region separately,” says President
and CEO of Solare Hotels and
Resorts, Tadashi Inoue.
He’s supported in this laudable objective by Grand Hyatt
Tokyo’s Steve Dewire: “Repeat
guests to this country have been
increasing so I believe the style
of travel will shift from visiting
major tourism sites and areas
such as Tokyo, Kyoto and Hakone to also including a variety
of regions where tourists can
learn about and be exposed to
Japan’s everyday lifestyle and
culture...we need to start highlighting other attractions which
may not yet be known to people
around the world.”
Akira Segawa, President of
Fujita Kanko feels that some
degree of local self-promotion
is also required: “We need each
region to be able to craft a message to communicate what they
are about, including activities,
sites or experiences that can
promote that region. Then they
need to tailor the message tar-

Lake Chuzenji, Tochigi Prefecture

geting each overseas market to
effectively attract them.”
It’s not hard to reach these
enticing rural areas. Akira Hirabayachi, President of H.I.S.
travel agency points out that
getting out and about is easy,
as almost every corner of the
country is readily accessible by
the fast and efficient bullet train
service. The language barrier is
also becoming less and less of a
problem as the company looks
into ways of increasing the
number of bilingual guides,
boosting multilingual communication, improving transportation networks that link
local airports with tourist spots,
and addressing the shortage of
charted buses and accommodation. Overall, an increase
of visitors to rural regions is
good news for everyone. “Local economies in Japan really
benefit from tourism now as
the population declines and
not much revenue is being circulated,” he observes.
Yoshizumi Nezu, the president of Tobu Railway Co., the
company which launched the
country’s very first railway 119
years ago and operates the Tokyo Skytree tower, is committed to spreading wider information about services to these
outlying areas, which cover the
whole hinterland and adjoining islands and take in a host
of historic shrines such as the
1,300-year-old Sensoji Temple
in Asakusa and several Buddhist temples in Nikko.
Mr. Nezu is aware that if you
want to increase tourism there

Yoshizumi Nezu,
President of Tobu Railway Co.

the authorities have to promote
the assets. “You have nature,
beautiful sights, historic places
and museums. We need to position these things in the hearts
and minds of tourists.”
There’s also a strong need to
appeal to the senses. “Food is
a big one so we focus on that.
We see the beautiful sites as
great draws but the food as
an anchor. We want to make
sure that wherever people go
in these areas they are accompanied by good food,” he adds.
“When we look at our company, which only has just over
100 years of history, in comparison it makes us think how
small we are and what a small
impact we’ve had. We feel we
have a duty to bring the tourists to these attractions and to
protect these routes. We feel we
have a duty as well to communicate about these attractions to
the visitors to Japan.”

Five years on, Tohuku fights for its revitalization

As the number of visitors to Japan grows, Tohoku, the site of the devastating earthquake, tsunami and nuclear
disaster of 2011, has been somewhat left behind. Five years on since the disaster, rebuilding continues, while
local government players and private companies, such as Tobu Railway, Fidea Holdings and Tohoku Epco, are
multiplying efforts to attract more visitors to this beautiful region

T

he triple disaster
of earthquake,
tsunami and nuclear accidents
that devastated
the Tohoku region of Japan
in 2011 had a severe all round
effect both there and on the
whole country. Recovery is
still slowly under way, but although the area is scenically
attractive and used to have
its fair share of out-of-town
visitors, tourism now lags
considerably behind that of
similar rural places such as
Hokkaido, Kyushu and Okinawa.
Former President of Fidea
Holdings, the region’s leading
financial group, Seiji Satomura points out that Tohoku
desperately needs assistance.
“Our responsibility toward
society is to help and support
the revitalization of our home
ground, the Tohoku area and
by extension the regional areas.
This is a very strong philosophy
for our group Fidea: without
the revitalization of the areas
we cannot run our business,
which is to develop our competences in the financial information service industry.”
President of Tobu Railway
Co., Yoshizumi Nezu, echoes
this sentiment. “The place that
needs most attention is the Tohoku region. Unfortunately,
tourists are not going there,

even though this is one of the
places where they can have the
most positive impact on the local economy.
“At Tobu we have offices in
the Tohoku region. When I go
to visit these offices I meet with
the prefecture government and
the mayors, and their message
is very clear. They understand
that tourism is increasing in the
rest of the country but they are
not feeling it. They want us to
help come up with a plan to
increase the number of tourists coming to their region and
revitalize the economy. The
government and Tobu are both
looking at promoting our line
that runs from Tokyo to NikkoKinogawa to Fukushima. We
hope to get people to travel
from Tokyo out to these areas
to help stimulate the economy.”
The company most directly
affected by the disasters is Tohoku Electric Power (Tohoku
Epco), which plays a vital role
in providing safe, stable and
efficient supplies of electricity
to the region. Its hydroelectric
nuclear power stations in the
Miyagi and Aomori prefecture still need reconstruction
work before permission can be
obtained to reopen them, and
company President Hiroya
Harada, admits that overall
progress has been sluggish to
date. “After the disasters we
needed to rebuild and repair

our facilities; we needed to
make big investments for that
purpose.
“Our capital ratio dropped
to 10% at the end of 2012 as
a consequence of the disaster. So we had to increase our
consumer rates. Right now our
ratio has increased to about
15%; however, in a normal
Japanese company the ratio is
usually around 30% so we are
working to increase our ratio
step by step. We are aiming to
increase that ratio to 25% by
2020. I think that 20 to 25% is
the minimum for a company.”
Of the record 19.73 million
tourists who came to Japan in
2015 only 510,000 visited the
Tohoku region, according to
the Japan Tourism Agency – a
low share of the total visitors
but still a 44% jump on 2014.
“This low proportion clearly
reflects continuing public apprehension even though the
worst effects of the catastrophe
are in the past. Various tourist organizations are working
together to try and promote
Tohoku as a tourist destination and Tohoku Epco would
like to make a contribution in
this regard,” says Mr. Harada.
“Although our company is
not in the tourism, retail or
manufacturing business, we
can provide a lot of information
to visitors about the attractions
of the region as well as things

to do. In addition to our power
plants we have sales offices in
the Tohoku region and so we
are equipped to help out at local festivals and other low key
events. We can help the local
communities to promote these
events.”
In fact, immediately after the
disasters Tohoku Epco’s priority was to rebuild the community and reconstruct the area.
“We looked at what we could
do with the government and at
what kind of energy and systems were required.” he says.
The company further plans to
support initiatives such as the
recently privatized Sendai airport - now run by the rail and
construction company - which
aims to increase its number of
flights and bring in more visitors directly.
Mr. Harada sums up: “When
people think about Japan they
mostly think about Tokyo,
Kyoto or Nara. We would like
people to take a look at the
Tohoku region, not only for
business but also for pleasure.
Tohoku is filled with beautiful scenery and outstanding
classic landscapes, so we hope
many people will want to know
more about the area and plan
a visit to Tohoku during their
stay in Japan. It’s a region with
Japanese heart and Japanese
spirit. And it’s only 90 minutes
from Tokyo”.
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Top quality Japanese food makers look
to conquer international markets

With their trademark
attention to quality,
Japanese food and drink
brands have their sights
set on a greater foothold
in the U.S. market

J

apan’s healthy and inventive cuisine and huge
range of culinary options
needs no introduction,
and was in fact added to
UNESCO’s Intangible Cultural
Heritage list last year. Sea food,
in particular, is highly prized and
Tokyo’s huge wholesale Tsukiji
Fish Market, the largest of its kind
on earth, provides a stunning cornucopia of ocean delights.
The 400 types of seafood sold
here, which range in size from
sardines to whales and total over
700,000 metric tons of fish, are
valued at around 1.4 trillion yen
($13.9 billion), and are handled
jointly every year by Tsukiji and
Tokyo’s other two main seafood
markets at Kanda and Koto.
Though internal consumption
of fish is dropping as Japanese
tastes turn more to meat, seafood
exports worldwide–mainly to
Hong Kong, the U.S. and China–
are increasing and in 2013 had a
total value of $2.1 trillion, an 11%
increase on the previous year.

A major purveyor of marine
fare is Nicherei, founded in 1942
with the aim of distributing marine products to the Japanese
people under the state-controlled economy. Today it has
over 80 subsidiaries and affiliates worldwide, whose target is
to generate at least 100 billion
yen ($996 million)–including
30 billion yen in Europe, 30 billion yen in North America and
20 billion yen in Thailand China
and other Asian countries.
“I believe our success lies in a
willingness to recognize social
trends and decisively shift from
the established way of doing
things to new business models,”
says company President Kunio
Otani. “From a start in frozen
fish and warehousing we have
expanded our business operations to include processed foods,
meat and poultry, marine products, frozen foods logistics and
bioscience.” The current 72.6
billion yen ($723 million) the
company has put aside in investments will be concentrated
on processed foods and logistics,
which are regarded by Mr. Otani
as their strongest areas.
As Japan’s population decreases and single-person households
increase (around 31% of the

population, or 16 million people,
lives alone, and that will rise to an
estimated 37% by 2035), lifestyles
are shifting towards less cooking
at home. “This has led to a robust
demand for processed foods and
this sector of the market continues to grow,” explains Mr. Otani.
Such products enable the convenience stores and restaurants
which make up Nicherei’s customer base to serve the consumer
more easily. “For processed foods
used in the home, we are developing products to complement
the decline in home cooking,
including main dishes, fried rice
and grilled rice balls, as well as
vegetables with reduced salt and
other healthy attributes,” he adds.
Nicherei’s distribution centers,
transport and delivery network,
and logistics personnel are all
part of the social infrastructure
and Mr. Otani understands that
profitability, which rose by 20%
to around 21 billion yen last year,
must be supported by social
responsibility. “Our successful
performance in fiscal year 2015
was the result of the return on the
investments we made in priority
fields to strengthen production
and storage capacity.” says Mr.
Otani. Yet, he is keen to emphasize as well the company’s aware-

Umeshu: the spirit of Japan

Internationally recognized
liquor promotes health
and wellness as well as
innovation into a new
generation of “sushi wine”

Ume, a special kind of apricotlike fruit, is believed to have
been brought to Japan from
China about 1,500 years ago.
Originally revered in Japan
for its visually appealing blossoms, the ume was discovered
to possess medicinal properties. As a result, this led to a
creation of various innovative
ways to enjoy this special fruit,
one of which is umeshu liqueur.
Unique to the country of Japan,
this spirit is made from steeping
ume fruits in Japanese shochu
spirit and sugar. Although today
there are hundreds of brands
available with a variety of flavors, Choya holds around 30%
of the market share in volume

and 40% in value due to its high
quality production standards.
“Every year Choya obtains
4,000 to 6,000 tons of ume
fruit, which makes us the biggest buyer in Japan,” explains
Shigehiro Kondo, President of
Choya. “We infuse about 315g
per bottle, which is an unusually high amount compared to
other companies.” One of the
innovative ways Choya chose
to promote umeshu among
consumers is through cocktails.
“A mixture of 70% champagne,
30% Choya and a bit of lemon
is absolutely delicious and refreshing,” says Mr. Kondo.
After having been awarded
the world’s first gold medal for
umeshu in the International
Spirits Challenge, Choya has
become known as a leader in
the industry and is now working to develop a new “sushi
wine” that could potentially be

Shigehiro Kondo,
President of Choya

an ideal pairing with the taste
of sushi. Mr. Kondo says, “Innovation aids in Choya’s ability
to expand to markets globally.”
This distinct beverage is a new
experience that consumers are
starting to discover and enjoy
all over the world.

ness of global warming threats
and the needs for sustainable
production in the global food
supply and biodiversity.
“We rely on the bounty of nature to provide food so we adhere
to these three pillars,” he concludes. “Nature’s bounty is what
allows us to continue as a company. That’s why we believe we have
to protect the environment. We
do not simply produce foods. We
create products that achieve our
key goals of environmental conservation and sustainability and
reflect our corporate philosophy.”
Another major Japanese food
manufacturing and quality-focused company is Kewpie, which
has been in business for over 100
years. CEO Minsaburo Miyake
explains how it all started. “Our
founder Mr. Nakashima Toichiro,
travelled to the United States as
an exchange student in the 1910s.
He ate potato salad and was very
surprised by how inexpensive yet
highly nutritious it was.” The end
result of that involuntary pioneering step was the production of a
high-profile mayonnaise (with
double the egg yolk content to
suit local Japanese tastes) as the
company’s signature product–
in addition to five other business
segments including logistics.”
Kewpie’s three basic maxims
revolve around moral principles, the strive for originality
and ingenuity and to “look after
one’s parents’ well-being,” says Mr.
Miyake. “These are the ideas and
beliefs that make us unique globally or even among other Japanese companies. What we place
most emphasis on is safety and
trustworthiness. High-quality
products can be produced only
from high-quality ingredients.
Another of our aims is to contribute to each country’s culinary
culture or environment.”
Kewpie’s overseas strategy is
very much focused on superiority and innovation, explains Mr.
Miyake: “For the European and
American markets, differentiation will be the key. Rich egg yolk
content mayonnaise and deep
roasted sesame dressing are our
main products.” Nursery care
products have also been a major
Kewpie money-earner for over
50 years. “Our expertise in the
baby food business has helped
us enhance our quality control
processes,” he mentions. “We also
have the capacity and production
system to develop frozen food,
chilled food and ambient food, so
we can easily utilize and leverage
these technologies into the aging
society business.”
The company has built a reputation on quality and customer
focus. Accordingly, some adjustments have been made
for Kewpie’s market in North
America, where they own a
California plant and are working to establish as a high profile
company brand. Its U.S.-made
dressings do not contain MSG
and careful attention has been
paid to nutrition, allergen and
branding information. “We have
done business with non-GMO
and organic food stores so far,”
says Mr. Miyake. “With our deep
roasted sesame dressing we are
very particular about non-GMO
and organic ingredients that we
use for this product. That way we
can differentiate ourselves with
different craft dressings. We position ourselves as a higher grade
product.”
“Today Kewpie is aiming for
global expansion, starting with
liquid seasonings and condiments,” he adds. Thinking in
worldwide terms is, however, a
major challenge and adapting
to a new consumer model can
prove difficult. “What may have
worked in our home market
may not necessarily translate
to new markets,” he admits.
“The first step in this process
is to gain a real understanding
of the consumer needs of each
country.” Mr. Miyake does not
see this as too much of a problem. “Our company, from the
beginning, has been thinking

globally, he maintains. It is in
our DNA.”
Also steadily rising is Calbee,
which has seen its annual growth
share expand tenfold in the past
seven years. Currently they have
55% of the savory snacks sector
in Japan but their aim is for 68%.
“In general our growth has been
supported by the snacks market,” explains President Akira
Matsumoto, “However, in the
past two to three years this has
changed, as gross incomes are
now coming from our cereals.”
Calbee’s priorities are safety and
high standards. “In the Japanese
food market people are very
conscious about quality,” Mr.
Matsumoto stresses, pointing
out their commitment to turning out healthier products in a
predominantly aging society.
Calbee is also focused on expansion in the U.S., where it targets sales of 500 million yen ($5
million) by 2020. America and
China currently account for two
thirds of their sales.
Looking at the beverage industry, beer brewing company Sapporo, who has been in business
for 140 years, has also maintained
a consistently high standard and,
in the five years since the current
CEO, Tsutomu Kamijo took over,
has seen stable profitability and
increases in investments.
Originally introduced to the
country by 17th century Dutch
traders, Japanese beer is now
exported worldwide. The global
market in 2012 was 187.37 million kiloliters, of which Japan
consumed a mere 3%. Breweries in Virginia and Texas produce
the leading brand Kirin under license, and Canada similarly produces Sapporo and Asahi beers.
The market share breakdown of
top beer breweries is Asahi with
38%, Kirin with 35% and Suntory
with 15%.
One of the main challenges for
the company in the U.S. is changing the mindset about Japanese
beer, which is generally considered something only to accompany Japanese food or to drink in
a Japanese restaurant.
“We have been thinking of
how we can continue to improve awareness as well as our
sales distribution as a strategy,”
Kamijo explains. The U.S. is one
of the most appealing markets for
Sapporo he says, and the idea for
the company is to provide high
quality products to American
customers, and eventually make
Sapporo a globally recognized
brand. The acquisition of the
Pokka Corporation three years
ago provided Sapporo with an
opportunity to gain a foothold
in the food business as well.
Like for most Japanese companies, quality of raw ingredients is of the utmost importance. “We have always been
considerate of how the ingredients should be treated and
how the ingredients should be
grown,” says Mr. Kamijo. “This
has led to movements such as
developing malt in Canada and
Australia as well as Japan. We
develop the hops and a variety
of craft beer makers use the
hops that are developed by us.”
Even longer-established than
Sapporo is the food manufacturer Mizkan which has been in
business for over 210 years. The
company’s flagship product is
brewed synthetic vinegar which,
in addition to bringing out a dish’s
flavor, enhances calcium mineral
absorption, remedies fatigue and
helps preserve food. In today’s
increasingly health conscious
world these benefits have become widely appreciated.
Quality control and innovation
jointly form the core of Mizkan’s
policy and the group’s technological advancements included completing the first genome analysis
of acetic acid bacteria in 2002.
Chairman and group CEO Kazuhide Nakano’s own father first
championed the “natural food
campaign” and created the process of clearly labelling a product
‘brewed’ or synthetic’.

“What we place most
emphasis on is safety and
trustworthiness. High-quality
products can be produced
only from high-quality
ingredients. These are the
ideas and beliefs that make
us unique globally or even
among other Japanese
companies”
Minsaburo Miyake,
CEO, Kewpie

“At the time being, our
international strategy
runs around three
core fundamentals: the
expansion to China, to
other Asian countries,
and trading. These are
the three ways we would
like to strengthen our
international business”
Akira Kokubu, Executive VicePresident and COO, Kokubu

Today Mizkan is one of the
leading makers of condiments
in the U.S., with 17 manufacturing facilities there. As part
of its expansion process it acquired the flagging Ragu and
Bertolli brands from Unilever in
2014. “They made a turnaround
thanks to the new products Mizkan has developed, especially the
new Ragu homestyle,” says Mr.
Nakono.
Three hundred-year-old food
distribution and marketing company, Kokubu, does not have any
plans to set up facilities in the
U.S., but does eventually plan to
introduce some of its products
to American consumers, says
Executive Vice-President and
COO, Akira Kokubu.
“At the time being, our international strategy runs around
three core fundamentals: the
expansion to China, to other
Asian countries, and trading.
These are the three ways we
would like to strengthen our
international business.”
The shrinking domestic
market poses a challenge for all
Japanese companies. Therefore,
to increase sales at home, they
have to get creative. Kokubu’s
strategy in Japan focuses on diversifying its products–adding
fresh foods to its product line–
and its sales channels.
“Kokubu deals essentially with
processed food and alcoholic
beverages. But we are expanding into a number of additional
categories such as ice cream,
frozen foods, confectionary and
fresh foods including meat, fruit
and vegetables,” says Mr. Kokubu.
“Until now, we have just been
adding more product categories
so as to easily increase sales, but
new products can only provide
so much growth. This is why
Kokubu is also looking at finding new ways of selling, in addition to proposing new products.
We have spread out from selling
at supermarkets to selling at
convenience stores, drug stores,
department stores, food service
and other food sales areas.”
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Global Japanese confectionary sales to reach $8 billion
Famed for its healthy cuisine like sushi and sashimi,
Japan also has an incredibly sweet tooth, which is sated
by the country’s top confectionary companies, such as
Meiji, Esaki Glico and Lotte.

J

apan is currently the
eighth largest confectionery producer in the
world and largest of all
in Asia with global sales
of just under $7.8 billion in
2014. In four years’ time this
figure is expected to rise to
$8.0 billion.
Due to its sheer size the
market is significant on an
international scale. Chocolate is the overall favorite,
accounting for 44% of total
sales in 2014, followed by
sugar confectionary at 39%,

“We are thinking of
expanding further in the
United States, but for
that we need to improve
our marketing and
sales, as well as start
a production facility
there.”
Katsuhisa Ezaki,
President and CEO,
Ezaki Glico

“Part of the company
philosophy was to
keep it consumeroriented, and aim for
differentiation and
uniqueness. Raising
these three philosophies
as our core we became
the top manufacturer”
Takayuki Tsukuda, President, Lotte
Japan

while gum remains a more
modest 17%.
One of Japan’s top confectionary companies, Esaki Glico, started by producing caramel, whose ingredients were
considered beneficial to both
mind and body. President and
CEO Katsuhisa Ezaki, who has
been in the business for almost
50 years, initially carried out
his own market research. “I
want to contribute to society through my products and
create a benefit for society,” he
explains. “In order to do that I
needed to make products that
people would actually buy.”
Faced with more competition today it’s necessary for
him to continue making his
products attractive to clients.
“There are times when we are
able to win against the products of other companies,” says
Mr. Esaki. “But there are times
when we are also unsuccessful.” Overall, the company
is strong in all its segments,
though some of its brands
like Pretz and Pocky require
more promotional effort than
others. He wants the customers to buy his confectionary
through personal choice.
“We can survive without eating cookies and chocolate,” he
says, “however, I want to make
Glico products things that you
just have to buy, that you feel
are truly necessary for you.
That’s the kind of marketing
we want to implement.”
Mr. Ezaki is dedicated to
ensuring that his products are
healthy and a segment of his
company has always had a key
health section. “We need people to understand what sort of
function our products have
and that these functions are
good for them,” he says. “We
have two big products, one is
a type of yoghurt which helps
to keep the bowel healthy–
called BifiX–and the other
is a chocolate called Libera,
which contains the materials
to restrain absorption of sugar
and fat.”
Quality powdered baby
formula has also been created
with health considerations in
mind. Glico is one of just five
Japanese companies making
this product, which they manufacture under the trade name
ICREO, balancing the sound
health of babies and good
health of mothers. “Milk has
been prepared to be as close
as possible to a mother’s breast

milk” says Mr. Ezaki. “Eating
high-quality products is important not only for babies,
but for people of all ages.
Even though our population
is shrinking there are still babies, and there is a market for
our formula.”
That market is widening
and Glico recently had a big
launch in Vietnam. “We are
thinking of expanding further in the United States,”
he observes, “but for that we
need to improve our marketing and sales, as well as start
a production facility there.”
Meanwhile, he adds, “Pocky is
already selling well, so we are
confident that our other products will be loved by the wider
American public as well.”
Another high quality confectionery producer is Lotte,
which first set up business in
1948 and now grosses 400 billion yen ($4 billion) in Japan,
where they are number one in
the confectionery field, and 6
trillion yen in Korea, where
the conglomerate’s origins are
and where they also own hotels and shopping and petrochemical businesses. “Part of
the company philosophy was
to keep it consumer-oriented,
and aim for differentiation and
uniqueness,” says President of
Lotte Japan, Takayuki Tsukuda.
“Raising these three philosophies as our core we became
the top manufacturer.” They

were the first confectioners
to re-direct a former childoriented product like chewing gum to adults, changing
its customary mint flavor to
suit Japanese tastes. In 1997
they innovatively introduced
a dental gum called Xylitol
which enhances the mineralization of caries.
Lotte also has a first-rate
chocolate product which they
first launched half a century
ago in close rivalry to established Japanese companies
like Meiji and Morinaga.
“We brought over techniques
from Switzerland to create a
smooth texture in our products, which goes down fine

with the preferences of the
Japanese people,” he explains.
One of their other flagship
chocolate products is also
the famous Choco Pie, a baked
snack that can be kept for six
months.
Dark chocolate is becoming increasingly popular as
healthy trends continue and
Lotte also produces a version
that contains plant based lactic acid bacteria which was
launched in 2015 and has
sold over 10 million boxes
already. It is now clearly associated with good health
and scientific research has
confirmed that polyphenol in
cacao contains a fine balance

of minerals, such as calcium,
iron and magnesium, which is
effective in reducing the blood
pressure, preventing arteriosclerosis, obesity and cancer,
and minimizing the level of
stress and effects of allergy
and rheumatism.
Lotte’s main overseas market is in South East Asia but
they also have operations in
nine different countries. “In
the United States we have very
close relations with Hershey’s,”
says Mr. Tsukuda adding that
in the past he sent staff to
study their marketing techniques. He is eager for Lotte to
create a synergy with them. As
the American market is very
health conscious he’s hoping
his lactic acid bacteria chocolate will sell well there.
Reflecting on the ever-fluctuating business scene, Mr. Tsukuda makes a Darwinian analogy:
“It is not the strongest of the species that survives, or the most
intelligent, but the one most
responsive to change.” This, he
feels, sums up Lotte’s philosophy, though he’s determined to
ensure the core of the business
remains stable and that there is
a sharing of responsibility and
aims between the corporation
and its employees.
Completing a trio of
highly successful Japanese
confectionery makers is the
60 year-old firm of Furuta,
whose simple motto is “taste,
dream and health.” This pioneer company of chocolate
has just opened a new factory in Hirao, Sakai city, and
among its tasty highlights are
the ‘Kin-no-Nama’and ‘Asano Squoia’cream chocolates,
‘Harmonia’ cookies, and the
kiddie-oriented ‘Choco Egg’
series, which features Super
Mario and Star Wars’ characters.

World’s top spenders dining out
Restaurants race to give
exceptional experiences
to patrons as business
continues to grow

Japan’s population is ageing
but perhaps people young
and old have something in
common: both groups of
people love going out to eat.
Home cooking is declining as
all generations spend about
10% of their income eating
out. Convenience and quality
are huge priorities, and the
Skylark Group has continued
to rapidly expand to meet the

needs of diverse demographics, especially in Tokyo and
Taiwan. The group is Japan’s
largest operator of full-service
casual dining chains, serving
almost 400 million customers per year in at least 3,000
restaurants.
According to Skylark President Makoto Tani, “Today
the amount of spending per
household for eating out in
Japan is actually the highest
in the world.” In fact, 23% of
household spending in Japan
is on food. The city of Tokyo
alone boasts over 160,000 res-

taurants versus Paris, which
has about 40,000. Tokyo
also features more Michelin
three-star restaurants than
New York.
After 45 years in business with highly recognized
brands and attractive store
locations, the Skylark Group
is moving into the future with
innovative practices like their
10 central kitchens that serve
their restaurants with fresh
food daily. With all kinds of
cuisines available, in Japan
there are choices for foodies
everywhere.

Tokyo’s dining industry
attractive for investors

People eat out more in Japan than anywhere else in the world, meaning private
equity firms “have better chances of success in the food and restaurant sector in
Japan,” according to asset management company Capital Dynamics. Growing tourism
numbers should also bode well for the restaurant industry in the capital

D

ining out in Tokyo
provides limitless
gourmet possibilities as the
country has more
Michelin star eating spots than
anywhere else on earth. Even
much-revered Paris has just 94
compared with Tokyo’s 226. But
Makoto Kondo, deputy director
of the Export Promotion Division at the Food Industry Affairs
Bureau of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
(MAFF), wants people to dismiss the common misconception that all Japanese cuisine is
hard on the pocket. “Saying that
Japanese food is expensive is inaccurate. I envisage the status of
Japanese cuisine moving from
being something posh to tasty
and healthy casual fare that can
be eaten every day,” he maintains.
The options also include
bargain budget choices and
new trends such as standing
only steak houses and high-end
hamburger stores are constantly
appearing. In addition to the
country’s foodie delights, traditional beverages are also being
given a chic facelift in districts of
the capital like Shinjuku where
new wave sake bars offer tastings of the fermented rice spirit
to encourage younger clients to
discover its attractions.
People eat out more in Japan than anywhere else in the
world and as a result are becoming both more discerning and

more aware of the wide variety
of possibilities available in their
country. This applies especially
to adults in their 20s and 30s
who live alone or with roommates, as they tend not to cook
and almost exclusively have
lunch or dinner in a restaurant.
Due to their busy lifestyle such
young people want to avoid
the hassle of home cooking.
The rise of the working, single
person households is correlated
to the rise in sales of ready-made
frozen takeout, delivery and
restaurant-prepared meals.
Whether you’re dining out
or simply buying food at local
retailers, Japanese cuisine is
renowned alike for its careful
preparation and highly nutritive qualities. Some of the most
popular culinary draws, from
the basic to the intricate, include maki rolls, gluten free rice
crackers, noodles, Kikkoman
soy sauce, tempura (fried and
battered blend of seafood and
vegetables) and teriyaki (food
glazed or boiled in a glaze of soy
sauce, mirin and sugar).
Ramen and sushi restaurant
chains abound. Ramen is a soup
of wheat noodles served in a
meat or fish based broth that’s
usually flavored with soy sauce
or miso and topped with dried
seaweed or pork slices. Sushi is
raw fish presented in countless
different ways. It’s probably the
one Japanese dish name that
everyone has heard of, and its

fame has spread world-wide,
even among people who never
even tried it.
According to research firm
NPD, the conveyor sushi market grew 7.2% to 558.3 billion
yen ($5.13 billion) in 2015 compared with 2014. “They can roll
out new outlets because they
can buy ingredients cheaper
by streamlining operations,
and advanced technology for
food processing enables them
to buy fresh ingredients.” says
NPD Japan Account Manager
Takuma Kato.
From the potential investors’
point of view the catering services offer plenty of opportunities.
“Private equity (PE) firms have
better chances of success in the
food and restaurant sectors in Japan,” says Kazushige Kobayashi,
the Tokyo-based managing
director at Capital Dynamics,
a Swiss-based company that
invests in PE funds. “These
industries are fragmented; so
having lots of smaller companies means lots of opportunities
for M&As which will help each
company to grow.”
Two of the most successful
larger companies, European PE
firm Permira and U.S.-based
Bain Capital –which floated
the Skylark chain of 3000 eating
spots – are among the buyout
firms finding value in the fiercely
competitive world of mainly privately-owned restaurants that fill
the city of Tokyo.
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The global manga market
was worth $2.4 billion in
2015, while total market
value of the anime industry
is estimated to be around
$13.5 billion

M

anga, one
of Japan’s
most popular modern
entertainment and cultural products,
has a very long history stemming from ancient traditions.
Some historians believe that
manga is one of the oldest
forms of Japanese storytelling, with origins dating back
as far as the 12th century.
But the manga comics that
have become popular in Japan and around the globe
today are based on a style developed in Japan in the 19th
century, which later became
influenced by U.S. comics
and images and themes from
U.S. television, film, and cartoons, during the post-war
U.S. occupation from 1945
to 1952.
During this period, Astro
Boy and Sazae-san became
the first modern manga heroes. Creators Osamu Tezuka
and Machiko Hasegawa were
both innovators in style and
theme, using cinematographic panels that made the comics bestsellers.
Transforming manga into
animation series was a simple and logical next step, as
their cinematographic style
and stories were perfect for
small screen. In what was a
pioneering move, Fuji Television first aired Astro Boy
in 1963, the first animated
series produced in Japan–or
the first ‘anime’, the name
given to the very distinct style
of Japanese animation which
has now acquired a global fan
base. Astro Boy’s TV success
led Fuji Network to launch
the Sazae-san series in 1969,
which now holds the Guinness World Record for the
longest running animated
TV show in the world.
“We were a late comer
to the TV industry,” recalls
Hisashi Hieda, Chairman
and CEO of Fuji Television.
“As the fourth media to enter the terrestrial TV market, we felt that we needed
to launch fresh new ideas
and eye catching, unconventional shows, or the audience
or viewers will not tune in.
This philosophy still very
much runs in the DNA of
Fuji Television today. We
never wanted to be a copycat
or follower, but an innovative
company with fresh and new
ideas, which is the key.”
Since the TV launch of
these heroes in the 1960s,
the anime industry has gone
onto to become a worldwide
phenomenon, with a global
market value estimated at
around $13.5 billion.
Moving with the times
Japan’s manga and anime industry has grown and adapted with the times, as have
the companies that produce
them. One of the keys to their
success has been content’s
diversity and continuous expansion.

Distributed by USA TODAY

Shueisha Publishing Company, which publishes books
and magazines, has a manga
division and a digital division
that develops and releases the
digital version of manga and
literature.
“One unique aspect of our
company is that we are not
only focusing merely on one
industry or one kind of genre,
but we have a wide variety of
listings,” explains President
Marue Horiuchi.
“As long as there are areas
in which people are interested, we are happy to extend
and further broaden our
range of publishing. This is
well demonstrated by the fact
that we have chosen to develop four very different kinds
of projects to celebrate our
90th anniversary: a literature
series dedicated to the adventure theme, beautiful photobooks on endangered animal
species, 20 hardcover comic
series for students on history,
and a theme-based, art collection book series. Regardless of whatever methods
we are using, as long as our

or TV series to reach a wider
audience, which subsequently leads to greater popularity and sales of the original
books on which the TV and
film adaptions are based.
As Sinichiro Inoue, Representative Director for the
publishing house Kadokawa,
explains: “The publishing industry is facing very difficult
times; sales are not very good.
However, we are making sure
that new interesting books
and comics are now turned
into TV dramas, movies or
animations.
“The TV dramas, movies,
and animations are promoted in the bookstores nationwide using various materials,
which helps to sell the original book it is based on. It’s a
very virtuous cycle. Instead
of waiting for that to happen,
for our books to be made into
different live-action medias
by others, we are doing it
ourselves.”
Shueisha sees the potential in the growth of digital
publishing, as print sales continue to fall. “In recent years,

“We are not insisting on doing everything only within our
group. Instead of limiting the
possibilities, we are working
with many other companies
when there are chances. For
example, Biri-Gal our famous
bestselling Japanese book: one
of our staff pitched it to TBS.
Another similar example:
Sword Art Online is a very
popular novel in Japan, and a
Hollywood production studio
already acquired the global
rights to turn it into a television
drama in the U.S. It has become
very popular internationally,
and it will soon become an animated movie,” says Mr. Inoue.
He sees the potential for
further growth of manga,
anime and other Japanese
entertainment products in
the U.S. “Awareness of Japanese entertainment products
is currently pretty limited.
When you look at it from the
perspective of an American
user, there is a lot more content from Japan that is yet to
be discovered, and we are
very excited to bring that to
the American market.

Japan’s manga and anime industry has grown and adapted with the times, as have the companies that produce them

products are able to satisfy
our customers, we will continue on this path.”
Mr. Horiuchi also points
out that an important part of
the success of their content
has been down to the quality of their products, which
he hopes can reach an even
wider audience. “Our company is very strong in manga
and animation as we have
very good content. We hope
we can further promote it
towards the younger generations. We are aiming to reach
out to a wider customer base
both domestically and internationally. Manga is closely
related to animation, and
animation itself has an intimate relationship with movies and games. We hope we
can create more partnerships
with related companies and
industries to make sure our
products get more exposure.”
With sales of print media in
the publishing industry falling drastically, companies
must continue to expand
and diversify their products.
Some Japanese publishing
firms are following a Game
of Thrones-style model:
turning books into movies

we have seen paper publishing decreasing while digital
publishing is increasing rapidly. Twenty years ago, the
whole market value was 2.7
trillion yen ($26.8 million),
whereas now the market is
just approximately 1.5 trillion yen,” says Mr. Horiuchi.
“This shows how greatly
the use of paper has been
reduced. Magazines are on
a decreasing trend; however, children’s books are
still maintaining a stable
number of publication figures. Also, the number of
bookstores has diminished
from 25,000 to 14,000 due to
the strong growth in digital
publishing.”
Expanding overseas
With the domestic consumer market shrinking as
a result of a rapidly declining population, Japanese
entertainment companies
are looking to promote
their products and reach
untapped markets overseas,
particularly in the U.S. In the
case of Kadokawa, it hopes
to work with more U.S. partners to develop its books
into TV shows in the U.S.

“We believe that our content
can transcend culture and race,
and act as a mediator for Japanese culture to be connected
with United States culture. The
same way in Japan we look forward to the latest Hollywood
movies, we hope one day that
the North American audience
will look forward to our contents being released–be they
light novels or anime, or liveaction features.”
Shueisha’s Mr. Horiuchi
also describes his company’s
extensive plans to tap overseas markets, which also
involve partnering with its
competitors. “For North
America and European countries, we have established
our companies there so we
can expand our business locally. In the future, we have
to focus more on the Asian
and Middle-Eastern markets.
We have our manga already
translated into Arabic.
“For the Asian market, we
put efforts into studying different ways to distribute our
products to different regions.
In Taiwan, we hosted an exhibition in which 300,000
people attended. This February, we collaborated with five

other companies to open up
a store in Bangkok, Thailand.
We call it Cool Japan shop
but for now we are only in a
testing period. As you know,
these companies are in the
same industry, so we are rivals. But we decided to work
together to explore overseas,
and this is a good thing.”
Shueisha already has a significant presence in the U.S.
through its subsidiary, San
Francisco-based VIZ Media,
which it jointly owns with
Shogakukan and Shogakukan-Shueisha productions.
“VIZ Media is a leader in
the publishing and distribution of Japanese manga for
English speaking audiences,”
explains Mr. Horiuchi.
“Since 1986, it has grown
the manga and anime market in North America. Recently, it has also expanded
to the United Kingdom, Ireland, India, the Philippines,
Australia, New Zealand and
South Africa. We’ll continue
to work with VIZ Media to
grow awareness in those territories and beyond.

“For North America
and European countries,
we have established
our companies there
so we can expand our
business locally. In the
future, we have to focus
more on the Asian and
Middle-Eastern markets.
We have our manga
already translated into
Arabic”
Marue Horiuchi,
President, Shueisha Publishing Co.

Biri Gal is one of publisher Kadokawa’s top selling books

“The company has grown
with comics as the foundation basis. Regarding novel
franchises, a successful example which has contributed
to expanding our popularity
was ‘All You Need Is Kill”’
which later became the Hollywood motion picture ‘Edge
of Tomorrow’ starring Tom
Cruise. We are expecting
VIZ Media to fully realize
its potential in many areas
other than manga in printed
and digital media.”
Mr. Hieda of Fuji also
shares the opinion that anime or manga are not the only
entertainment products that
Japan can offer to the world.
“When we look at what we
can offer globally, the word
‘content’ is the essential element. Until recently, Japanese
animations, or ‘anime’, was
probably the strongest content
in terms of worldwide marketing. But in the past, Fuji Television has had huge success with
a reality entertainment program called ‘Iron Chef .’ This
program is widely distributed
and became so popular that
localized versions and spin-off
programs were created in the
U.S. as well as Europe.

“Music and TV shopping
are other areas to further develop international business.
Since the TV shopping market in Japan is pretty much
saturated, we’ve already
crossed borders and collaborated with Southeast Asia
and Taiwan partners. Going
forward, I think one of our
substantial strategies would
be to create copyrights or intellectual properties that can
be utilized and leveraged in
other business operations.”
The Tokyo Olympics in
2020 offers the country
a unique opportunity to
showcase all things Japan to
a global audience, and that of
course includes manga and
anime. Just in time for the
Games, the Manga National
Museum will be inaugurated
by the Manga National Center. Not only will the museum
display the history of manga
and anime art, but it will also
exhibit related materials such
as Japanese-made games and
will also function as a training and nurturing ground for
aspiring anime artists, much
more of whom will be needed
as the industry continues to
grow worldwide.

A case of sink or swim

In the fast-moving world of entertainment, Japanese companies, like their counterparts across world, have had to evolve as new media and new technologies change the name of the game

I

nternet-enabled devices like laptops, cell
phones and tablets,
and streaming services such as Netflix and
Spotify have revolutionized
how we consume entertainment, and as a result pose
a grave threat to the dominance traditional media
outlets and TV networks
have enjoyed for decades.
But of course along with
the threat, comes opportunity for forward-thinking
companies like Fuji Media
Holdings.
According to Chairman
and CEO, Hisashi Hieda,
“Fuji Television has always
been the trendsetter, always
a step ahead of the curve to
foresee what the next trend
will be, whether it be the
technological advancement
of hardware or the creative
development of software.
And, whether in drama,

music or in the information
program section, our employees are always searching for a golden opportunity.
“Our industry is currently
facing certain challenges: as
you may well know, these
challenges are triggered
by the revolutionary rise
of digital technology. Just
as we had predicted, print
media revenues and newspaper circulation dropped,
and the same will occur to
television if we rely solely
on broadcast revenues.
Every new form of media
becomes a threat to our
industry.”
“We’ve had that foresight
all along so we moved on to
create new businesses and
develop new activities in
different directions to sustain our broadcast business.
That is why we have formulated the media conglomerate that you see today.”

The fact that consumers can now access any
movie, TV series or sporting event with a few clicks
of a mouse—and often for
free, albeit illegally—poses
another grave challenge for
satellite TV providers who
traditionally depend on
paid monthly TV subscriptions for a large portion of
their revenues. For all of
these companies, it was a
case of sink or swim.
SKY Perfect JSAT, Japan’s
only provider of both multichannel pay TV broadcasting and satellite communications services, decided to
swim, and launched its Sky
PercTV! On Demand services in 2012, which enable subscribers to access content at
any time and from anywhere
on their TVs, PCs, laptops,
tablets and cell phones.
“The new on demand
players have already arrived

on Japanese soil, such as
Netflix and Hulu. In terms
of broadcasting services,
they will be our competitors,” says President Shinji
Takada. “We also have
to compete against these
free of charge and public
broadcasters as a pay TV
platform.” Of course aside
from these competitors,
Sky Perfect JSAT also competes with what seems like
an almost infinite amount
of illegal streaming and
download websites, that offer TV shows, movies and
sports free of charge.
There is one area in which
these websites cannot compete with Sky Perfect JSAT
however, and that is picture quality. The company
launched the world’s first
4K High-Definition Range
broadcast on October 4.
4K HDR broadcasts have a
wider dynamic range, par-

ticularly in the expression
of the contrast between
light and dark imagery, and
enable even more true-tolife depictions.
“I think we can regard
ourselves as front-runners
in 4K broadcasting. We are
the world’s first provider of
4K contents in a legitimate
manner,” says Mr. Takada.
“If we are able to provide a
full quality service, then the
users would be willing to
pay. This is the reason why
we would be challenging
ourselves to use innovative
technology: that matches
our strategy of growing our
subscriber base.”
By staying ahead of the
curve and investing in innovation and technology,
Japanese media companies
like Fuji and Sky Perfect
JSAT will not only survive,
but thrive in this new media
landscape.

“We’ve had that
foresight all along so
we moved on to create
new businesses and
develop new activities
in different directions to
sustain our broadcast
business”
Hisashi Hieda, Chairman and CEO,
Fuji Media Holdiings
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Japanese game creators capitalize on technological
innovation to enhance user experience and capture
global consumers

T

hink back to the
typical video gaming experience in
the 1980s or 90s
and what probably comes to mind are games
like Super Mario Bros., Donkey
Kong or the Legend of Zelda,
which were made popular by
the Nintendo gaming system.
Move into the 2000s and the
Nintendo brand sank quietly below PC and first-person shooter
games like Call of Duty, World
of Warcraft, and Grand Theft
Auto.
But recently, with the phenomenon of Pokémon Go,
Nintendo’s stocks soared for
the first time in decades with
the mobile device app that has
people catching fictional characters in the street. Stocks took
a dip once investors realized
that Nintendo was receiving a
smaller percentage of profits
than was initially thought, but
nonetheless, the brand is back
in the spotlight, and on a mobile
gaming platform rather than the
traditional console experience.
This is one of the challenges
Japanese game producers have
faced over the last several years
as they struggle to compete with
the West in a market they once
dominated.
Which direction to take on
the path of regaining a top position in the video gaming industry is a tough call at the moment
with promising technologies
like virtual reality (VR) and
augmented reality (AR) presenting new realms of possibilities.
Mobile gaming has also affected
the playing field, with many users now choosing to engage with
video games from their phone
or tablet while they are on the
go. Companies like Square Enix
Holdings, best known for their
role-playing games like Dragon
Quest and Final Fantasy (the
15th installment of the Final
Fantasy series will be released
in November), are moving into
the space developing content for

both free-to-play and premium
apps.
“Right now, most of the
smartphone games available
are free-to-play, and users play
premium games on dedicated
handheld game devices,” explains President and CEO Yosuke Matsuda. “However, when
I think about whether the dedicated handheld game device
market is going to grow in the
future, my opinion is that it is
questionable.”
Japan’s audience has been accustomed to playing on handheld devices that have controllers specific for gaming, but as
smartphones grow to be the
norm, especially with younger
generations, these devices are
no longer the first choice for a
gaming platform. “Performance
of smartphones is as good as
dedicated handheld game devices. Looking at the consumer’s behavior, older generations
have a lot of difficulty in playing
games with touch panels, and
they want to keep playing games
with interfaces and controllers
with which they are familiar,”
Mr. Matsuda says.
Younger consumers in their
teens and twenties are often not
familiar with handheld controllers and the more natural interaction with gaming is via their
mobile device. This leads to the
downloading of many gaming
apps that come at no cost to the
user and presents a challenge for
developers to motivate customers to pay for content.
“The issue with the premium
app game market is the perception of the people: when they
think about apps, they expect
that the apps ought to be all
free to play. But, if we provide
rich content at the right price
for the quality, then I believe it
should be natural for people to
pay for that. Of all the premium
app games, we are basically the
only company which charges a
premium price for high-quality
contents. We want to build a

“With 5G, graphics
will look very different
because data will be
easily transmitted. The
graphics that you see on
your Playstation 4 will
probably be available
on smartphones”
Yosuke Matsuda,
President and CEO, Square Enix
Holdings

library of new premium apps,
because a library-based business can generate the recurring
cash flow over a long period,”
continues Mr. Matsuda.
Premium content for video
gaming apps ranges from $1$10 but when compared with
prices for PC or console games
that usually begin at $59.99, paying for high-quality content at
that price seems like a steal.
In 2015, the Computer Entertainment Supplier’s Association
reported that the Japanese market for smartphone and tablet
games reached $9.3 billion in
gross sales for apps only. While
apps are booming, well-known
brands like Bandai Namco are
deploying strategies to participate in the growing platforms
of virtual and augmented reality.
“Bandai Namco’s virtual reality
facility opened this year in Japan,
and has seen a large influx of customers, coming to have an experience. Tickets for the facilities were
sold out the whole time. There is
extraordinarily strong demand
for these products. Sony is soon
to be releasing a new household
VR device for individuals. I believe this will increase the way
our users can consume this kind
of media,” says President Mitsuaki
Taguchi.

Other companies, like Capcom, which is famous for games
like Resident Evil and Street
Fighter, know that diversifying
the way they reach customers is the key to future growth.
President Haruhiro Tsujimoto
describes their marketing plan
as a “Single Content Multiple
Usage strategy.”
He says, “We were the first
company to employ this type
of IP (intellectual property)
strategy, leveraging one game
IP and using it for different distribution channels. The reason
we came up with this model is
that, at the end of the day, the
number of gamers is limited.
When we create a published
game, the number of users is
limited to the people who play
that game. But by leveraging that
game to create movies or animation or merchandising, we can
reach a wider audience, which in
turn could promote the original
game and bring new people to
play it.”
President, CEO and Director
of Sega Sammy Holdings, Hajime Satomi, describes a similar
strategy that the former arcade
giant is working towards. “Sega
Sammy Group is currently planning with Sony Pictures to create a live-action and animation

hybrid ‘Sonic the Hedgehog’
movie scheduled for release in
2018. Like with this computer
generated animation production, we would like to expand
our business into other entertainment areas beyond what we
are currently involved.” Reaching broader audiences has never
been more important as so
many platforms become available to target customers with
engaging content.
For Mr. Taguchi of Bandai
Namco, the most important
thing is “to be able to use our IP
as the basis for communication
between our fans from different countries. We want to be
able to cross borders and cross
nationalities,” he explains. As Japan works to make Tokyo shine
while hosting the 2020 Olympics, the advances in IP and the
influence of Japanese content
internationally are doing just
that. By the time the Olympics
occur, Japan hopes to have a 5G
network up and running that
will impress visitors and tourists
while they are in the country for
the global event.
“With 5G, graphics will look
very different because data
will be easily transmitted. The
graphics that you see on your
Playstation 4 will probably be

available on smartphones. Pictures will look totally different,”
says Square Enix’s Mr. Matsuda.
On the topic of VR, he adds,
“If I were to make an analogy,
when the first phone came out,
we had to carry those bulky big
cellphones around. And now we
have super slim phones. This is
where we are with VR. In the
past it took 10 to 20 years for
the big cellphone to become
compact, but I think the cycle
is getting much quicker. At the
Olympic games we are going to
have something more sophisticated with VR, and the market
will rapidly change. This is why
we need to start preparing ourselves to be able to provide the
contents for VR when the time
comes.”
From being the only country
with a gaming industry in the
1980s, to competing with modern game development all over
the world, Japan’s iconic brands
are resurfacing and tugging
at the heartstrings of fans and
consumers who grew up playing
Pokémon, Super Mario Bros.
and Final Fantasy. The revival
of these classics in new platforms like VR, AR, and mobile
gaming could push Japan back
to being a leader in the industry
once again.
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Japan Inc. looks to increase investment in the U.S.

The shrinking domestic market has forced Japanese companies to expand abroad
Stagnant domestic
market has compelled
Japan Inc. into an
unprecedented
investment drive
overseas, particularly in
the U.S.

T

here was a time
when Japanese
companies
could rely on a
burgeoning domestic market and a strong
“made in Japan” appeal for
their exports, especially in
sectors like electronic equipment.
But today the country’s
private sector can no longer
depend on these factors, as
the harsh reality of globalization is already eroding
Japan’s traditional economic virtues: first, its domestic
market is shrinking which
has put a brake on internal
consumption; and second,
global competition has deprived Japanese companies
of part of its reputation for
unmatchable quality.
Even Japan’s biggest companies are losing market
share, proving that no one
is immune from the sideeffects of increased global
competition. Furthermore,
Japan’s corporate giants are
not as well prepared as their
foreign competitors simply
because they have not fully
embraced
globalization.
With the exception of the
automotive industry, the
biggest companies in the
country are more dependent
on the national market than
their overseas peers.

There is, however, a way
ahead for Japan. The response to the country’s economic needs lies in a place
that, until now, has only had
secondary importance in
Japanese minds; a place that
is still looked at reluctantly
by many Japanese who have
grown used to seeing their
country as a virtually selfreliant market. That place is
none other than the world
market.
Companies are being
slow in shifting their focus
towards foreign markets.
Japanese exports amounted
to $625.1 billion in 2015, a
10% decline from the previous year. Imports also plummeted by more than 20%,
which at least helped the
country mitigate its trade
deficit and even record a
$1.7 billion surplus in the
first half of 2016. But a trade
surplus based on shrinking
imports instead of vigorous
exports should not be a reason for complacency. Japan
has the expertise, technological prowess, talent and
creativity to make the world
its market.
While Japanese exports are
sluggish, the country’s investors seem more convinced of
the urgent need to increase
their foreign operations. Japan’s outward foreign direct
investment (FDI) in 2015
declined by 4.1% from the
previous year to $130.8 billion, but has consistently surpassed $100 billion for five
consecutive years, with the
U.S. as the largest investment
destination.

Vehicles remain Japan’s top export earner

Both exporters and investors attach great importance
to the American market. The
U.S. has been Japan’s largest
client for three consecutive years, with imports of
Japanese products totaling
$125.9 billion in 2015. The
leading position of the U.S. as
the main destination of Japanese investment and exports
is reinforced by the economic slowdown in China.
Japan’s main trading region is obviously Asia, which
receives 28% of the country’s
exports by value. But North
America is second, with
23.1%, well ahead of Europe’s
12%, even if the latter is the
world’s biggest trading bloc.
The appeal of the U.S. market for Japanese companies is
self-evident, but there is still
scope for growth.
Japanese exports rely
heavily on vehicles, which
account for 21.4% of the total ($134 billion). Machines,
engines and pumps are second, with 18.8%, followed by
electronic equipment with
15.3%. There are many other
sectors that are full of potential, but they need to diversify and constantly adapt
their products to match the
requirements of their clients,
no matter where they are.
However, it is not only
about the versatility of the
product. As the consistently robust FDI data reflect,
many Japanese companies have understood that
extending their business
abroad entails a deeper involvement in foreign markets, and this can only be

achieved by setting foot in
them.
A double strategy based
on product diversification
and investment in foreign
companies looks like an inevitable path for Japanese
companies that have seen
their business curtailed by
a domestic market that not
only shrinks, but is increasingly penetrated by foreign
competitors that are taking
advantage of the Japanese
enthusiasm for eCommerce.
eCommerce is proving
both a blessing and a curse:
on the one hand, digital
commerce is a flourishing
industry in Japan that has
given rise to prominent local
operators; at the same time,
it provides foreign competitors with an unhindered way
to the country’s once-insular
market.
It is not only that foreign
products and services can
enter Japan more easily, but
also that the Japanese relish
them and are very open to all
things foreign. Therefore, the
domestic companies have to
look abroad and make sure
that their products are attractive, for both the weakened local market and internationally.
Putting the emphasis on
quality, not on quantity, is
the best way to ensure that
a product is up to national
and global standards, and capable of catering to diverse
and evolving international
needs and tastes. NICCA,
a chemical company based
in the Fukui prefecture, is
focusing its efforts on innovation and has come up
with cutting-edge, environmentally-friendly solutions
and material. Success has
aroused healthy ambition: its
President, Yasumasa Emori,
wants NICCA to become
Asia’s number one textile
chemical producer in terms
of quality.
“It is very difficult to become the number one in
quantity because our demand includes low-income
customers who do not need
completely organic materials. This is why we are
focused on customers that
require the highest quality
and are able to see the benefits of organic clothing”, Mr.
Emori says. It is in that specific niche market that the
company wants to secure
its leadership.
Nicca mainly concentrates its efforts in Asia, as
more than 80% of textile
products are manufactured
in that continent. However,
the company has found an
opportunity in the U.S. automotive industry and is
selling some of its products
to American car manufac-

turers. Now more than 60%
percent of the company’s
U.S. sales are going to the
automotive sector.
However, it is not easy for
Japanese companies to enter
the U.S. market. The time
when the ‘Made in Japan’ seal
was an immediate gate opener is long gone. The difficulties are further compounded
by what Mr. Emori perceives
as a certain protectionist
bent: “Americans want to
buy things made in the U.S.,
and we were too new to this
market. It is very difficult to
penetrate the American market as a Japanese company”.
An aggressive effort to
constantly adapt and improve the product to satisfy
foreign tastes is something
that may surprise many Japanese bosses who are used to
navigating calmer local waters. But the Japanese industry is backed by an enviable
technological
know-how
that will undoubtedly help
companies develop products
and services that please increasingly sophisticated international needs.
However, there is another cultural transition that
many Japanese companies
need to undergo if they are
to become truly global: improving their language skills
and, in some cases, making
English the main company
language. This could prove
hard to stomach for a corporate chauvinistic ecosystem
that praises national values
and takes pride in Japan’s
resilience, autonomy and
strength.
Improving the command
of English as a lingua franca
of Japanese companies could
also help them attract international talent. While the
country’s bosses have proven
capable of managing their
domestic business, foreign
senior executives who understand how globalization
works are increasingly needed to ensure that companies
can adhere comfortably to
the requirements of international markets. Again,
this transition towards foreign-infused management
requires overcoming the
inward-looking patterns that
are still the norm in Japan.
Age also matters. As the
country grows older, so are
the heads of many family
companies. This is an issue
that deeply concerns the Japanese authorities, who have
introduced a new corporate
governance code that seeks
to put an end to the almost
monarchical tradition of appointing the founder’s son as
the next chief executive.
The Ministry of Economy
is also conducting a survey
of 2,500 listed companies

to know what their succession plans are. In short, the
government wants to find
out whether Japanese companies are serious about
implementing the new governance code and appointing
the best candidates, and not
necessarily their immediate
relatives, to take the future
reins of the companies.
The rules of old business
are starting to change, but
the bigger transformation
in Japan’s corporate thinking
may be yet to arrive, as some
analysts predict a boom in
foreign takeovers of Japanese
companies. Struggling family business owners who do
not have sons or daughters
to succeed them are precisely
the ones who find it more acceptable to be taken over by
foreigners.
The potential wave of
acquisitions also works the
other way around, with Japanese companies buying companies abroad as a means
of diverting their business
away from a diminished
home market. Major deals
have been recently signed,
especially in the insurance
sector, with Japan’s Tokio
Marine paying $7.5bn for
U.S.-based HCC Insurance,
and Nippon Life acquiring
the life insurance business of
the National Australia Bank
for $1.7bn.
Mergers between Japanese
companies are also a growing trend. One example is
TMEIC, a joint venture established in 2003 between giants Toshiba and Mitsubishi
Electric. Focused on solarbased power for automation
systems for industrial plants,
it has become a global leader
in large photovoltaic (PV) inverters.
TMEIC is not confining
itself to Japan, but is expanding to foreign markets,
especially North America.
The company’s net sales
there stood at $400 million
in fiscal 2015, which is the
largest amount by regional
segments. Last year, TMEIC built a local factory in
Houston to produce power
electronics products such
as PV inverters. President
Masahiko Yamawaki is visibly proud of his American
achievements:
“TMEIC
was the first Japanese company to receive an order for
1500V system PV inverters
in the U.S. market”.
These and other examples
illustrate the need for Japanese companies to adapt and
make the most of globalization. That is the only way to
thrive in a world where there
is no room for economic isolationism and where the old
management structures have
been rendered inadequate.
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Japanese innovation to confront global challenges

An increasing number of Japanese companies are venturing into Africa
Driven by their embedded
culture of innovation,
Japanese organizations
aim to provide new
solutions to global issues,
from climate change to
health

J

apan has long been
viewed as a hub of technological innovation in
the eyes of many global
business leaders. Think
of Sony’s music-industryaltering Walkman or the introduction of the bullet train
into the nation’s transportation infrastructure in 1964.
But with the rise of several global competitors from
Europe, the U.S., China and
South Korea over the past
two decades, Japan is looking to regain its position at
the forefront of innovation.
In fact, Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has made
innovation a key part of his
economic revitalization plan.
This urge to find and nurture new developments in
Japan—the world’s third-largest economy—are starting to
reap the benefits, according
to business leaders in the island nation.
From environmental issues
to healthcare, robotics, the
Internet and beyond, Japanese companies have been
looking to export fresh ideas
that are not only profitable,
but also could be used to improve lives around the world.
Equipment for a cleaner
environment
Kanken Techno, a Kyotobased manufacturer and
installer of environmental

“Our team realized the
energy landscape was
going to change after
the Great East Japan
Earthquake, and TMEIC
witnessed a strong
transformation after
taking a sharper turn
towards the renewable
energy sector, especially
in the field of photovoltaic (solar) inverters”
Masahiko YamawakI,
President, TMEIC

“We are aggressively
expanding our
collaborations with
overseas research
institutes (...) We have
started a joint study
with IMCB of Singapore
A*STAR to test the
efficacy of ostrich
antibodies on dengue
fever prevention”
Osamu Maeda,
Founder and President, Zeal Cosmetics

preservation equipment, is
one such example.
The company generates
around reportedly more than
5 billion yen ($49.7 billion)
per year while employing
around 800 people, and was
originally founded in 1978 in
Suita, Osaka as Kansai Kennetsu Kogyo Co Ltd. It aims
to research and develop “for
the manufacture and sales of
products that purify the environment.” Kanken executives
claim the company’s success
can be traced back to the
economic and environmental
climate in Japan in the 1970s.
“Back then Japan was
storming into the era of highspeed economic growth. Factories were blooming, but on
the other hand, they exhausted gases and polluted the
atmosphere, and it became
a serious environmental
problem,” explains President
Hiroshi Imamura.
“Officials in the Osaka government at that time took this
issue seriously, taking very
strict action against these
small- and medium-sized
enterprises. At the end of the
day, that is the reason why the
environmental protection
equipment became popular.
“I have always believed
that if we produce machinery or equipment, it should
be done for the support of
the environment, especially
our atmosphere. I was sure
that at one point our technology would be welcomed
and adapted.”
Mr. Imamura says it was
particularly welcomed in the
wake of the 1997 signing of
the Kyoto Protocol, a landmark international agreement that enforced member
countries to follow certain
guidelines regarding CO2
emissions. Coupled now with
the United States and China
signing a 195-country agreement to limit climate change
at last year’s COP21 conference in Paris, Mr. Imamura
says Kanken is discovering
new opportunities in a wide
variety of markets.
“At COP21, the participation of the United States and
China, who are the two of
the biggest CO2 exhausting
countries, will provide huge
benefits and expansion of
our business into the world
market.
“What is important is accelerating the speed of research and development and
continuing to do it so that our
product and equipment can
get the best evaluation from
customers around the world.
“In our business, just selling our equipment is not
important. The key is the
maintenance and the upkeep
of the equipment once we
have sold it. I think that this
is going to be the thing that
differentiates us from companies in overseas markets.
Our clients must know that
we are not just equipment
sellers; our maintenance
and after service is their best
partner.”
Mr. Imamura adds that
he is looking to expand into
South Korea and the U.S.,
saying he is particularly interested in doing business with
American manufacturing
companies like Intel, Micron
and Global Foundry.
But the Kanken head still
retains a philanthropic attitude about his global goals.
“The environmental air
clean-up work that Kanken
Techno handles will have
a significant impact on the
health and lives of the people
around the world,” he says.

One of TMEIC’s award-winning photo-voltaic (solar) inverters, displayed at the Solar Power International conference in Las Vegas in September

“We are involved in making sure that the atmosphere
remains clear for the next
generation. We are working
hard to ensure that humanity
can exist in the future. This is
something that I consider to
be very valuable.”
Award-winning solar technologies
The environment focus is also
deeply ingrained in Toshiba
Mitsubishi-Electric Industrial Systems Corporation
(TMEIC), a joint venture established in 2003 between the
two Japanese heavyweights.
Specialized in industrial
electric and automation systems for industrial plants, the
company is investing heavily
in renewable energies.
“Our team realized the
energy landscape was going
to change after the Great
East Japan Earthquake, and
TMEIC witnessed a strong
transformation after taking
a sharper turn towards the
renewable energy sector, especially in the field of photovoltaic (solar) inverters,” explains President Masahiko
Yamawaki.
“This quick shift of our
R&D focus allowed us to rapidly develop and bring to the
market new products, which
definitely helped sustain our
growth as a company over the
past four years.”
The company’s solar technologies have achieved global
recognition. Earlier this year
TMEIC won the Frost & Sullivan 2015 Global Company
of the Year Award in the PV
inverter category, the second
time in a row that it has been
given the award.
Frost & Sullivan stressed
that TMEIC’s PV inverters provide the maximum
amount of electricity generated with the minimum
cost during their life cycles.
As awareness of these ultraefficient inverters has grown
amongst discerning consumers, so to have sales, which increased by 689% in the U.S.
and 492% in India on a yearover-year basis during 2015,
according to Frost & Sullivan.
“We believe that our customers are starting to move
away from merely assessing
the value of initial investment, such as the cost being
moderate or upgrading their
facilities,” says Mr. Yamawaki.
“They are instead shifting towards making a comprehensive evaluation by focusing on
products or systems that can
be used over the long term
without breakdowns and
taking into account running
costs such as high-energy efficiency when the facility is in
operation.
“We are currently placing
an emphasis on contributing
to energy-saving by making
use of high-efficiency inverters and high-efficiency
motors. We call this concept ‘Triple-E (3E),’ which
refers to ‘Energy’, ‘Efficiency’
and ‘Ecology’. Our aim is to
generate and use energy efficiently, and in turn, contribute to developing sustainable
infrastructure systems while
also giving consideration to
the environment.”

healthcare products such as
oral care, health supplement
and household goods while
still distributing high-quality
skin care products to medical
clinics and aesthetic professionals.
The company was launched
in 2011. Today, it boasts a lineup of skin treatment products
that “provide concrete results
for customers with skin problems to live a confident and
beautiful lifestyle.”
Research and development
at the Osaka-based company
have led to breakthroughs in
product formulations and
skin penetration delivery
systems, but the group is especially proud of the world
exclusive antibody ingredient extracted from unfertilized ostrich egg yolks. Antibodies within each product
react only to specific bacteria,
viruses, and allergens which
are the main causes of skin
trouble, allergic reactions and
various sicknesses.
ZEAL Founder and President Osamu Maeda believes
that ostrich antibodies have
unlimited potential to create
various types of healthcare
products beyond beauty care.
“We are aggressively expanding our collaborations
with overseas research institutes to maximize the use of
ostrich antibodies as a viable
solution to each specific demographic’s needs against local infectious diseases and allergic needs,” says Mr. Maeda.
“We have started a joint
study with IMCB of Singapore A*STAR (Agency for
Science, Technology and
Research) to test the efficacy
of ostrich antibodies on dengue fever prevention. Dengue
fever is an infectious disease
that has always been an important topic in Southeast
Asia and South America.
“After proving the effectiveness of our ostrich antibodies,
we are thinking about proceeding with product development with the Singapore
government if it is possible.”

Mr. Maeda says he is always
seeking new opportunities to
expand in other countries.
“Although many Japanese
companies are said to be ‘all
talk and no action’ abroad,
in the spirit of challenging
ourselves, our company is
always aggressively seeking
new opportunities for collaborations abroad.
“We are also working with
charitable foundations to
utilize Ostrich antibodies.
There are about 4,000 children dying every day before
the age of five in the world,
due to diarrhea. We use ostrich antibodies to prevent
the infectious diseases which
are causing deadly diarrhea.
As we are a manufacturer of
ostrich antibody technology,
we feel we also have the social
responsibility to give something back to the world.”
Mr. Maeda adds that he
also expects the world’s recent economic troubles may
actually aid his business.
“Of course, it is undeniable that all businesses
have been affected by overall market trends. With the
economic downturn, and
additional stress in everyday
life, individuals with skin
troubles increase as well.
As our company focuses on
trouble skin, the demand
for our products may actually grow. Our focus on
research and development
will continue to bring to the
market high quality and effective skin care products
the buyers can trust.”
Giving life to dead water
Elsewhere, other Japanese
businesses are utilizing their
research and development
teams to improve water quality.
That is the case of Osakabased Poly Glu International,
which is finding a variety of
new ways of acquiring both
financial and academic benefits in the science of water
treatment. All of this is aimed
at “contributing to humanity
by giving life to dead water.”

Poly Glu has produced
water purification powders,
a multi-functional high polymer device used for the purification of different types of
contaminated or waste water,
which can even remove heavy
metals from water.
The group has proposed a
low-cost plan that will simplify industrial water treatment.
It also provides technical support in livestock wastewater
treatment and helps ensure
that there is a supply of water
to disaster victims.
Ventures in Africa
The technologies being developed by Zeal and Polyglu
could one day become extremely valuable on the African continent, a region that
has increasingly been attracting attention from Japanese
investors. Japan will invest
$30 billion, including $10
billion in infrastructure, in
Africa by 2018, Prime Minister Abe said at the Tokyo
International Conference on
African Development in Nairobi, Kenya in August.
Out of the highly motivated Japanese companies on the
ground in Africa is internet
and technology leader DMM.
com, which launched DMM.
Africa in September 2015.
The company hopes to introduce and commercialize in
Africa some of the innovative
products it has developed at
its R&D facilities in Japan.
Earlier this year DMM held
an exhibition for African diplomats in Japan. The hightech products showcased at
the event were well received
by the attendees, one of
whom commented on their
“potential for various kinds
of business development, and
perhaps for the future of the
African market”.
DMM executives reckon
that even though the company is a new presence on the
continent, it shouldn’t be long
before other Japanese companies come to Africa looking
for similar opportunities.

Global healthcare innovation
Aside from the environment,
other Japanese companies
are finding new technologies that will greatly enhance
healthcare options for those
in need.
Despite its name, ZEAL
Cosmetics is diversifying
its brand image by offering
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Abenomics 1.0 has
unfortunately not had
the impact that Mr. Abe
envisioned almost four
years ago. Abenomics 2.0
included a 28 trillion-yen
stimulus package unveiled
in July aimed at increasing
consumption, wages and
prices, something which
Abenomics failed to do

T

here has certainly
been
a
mismatch
between the
expectations
raised by Japan’s muchtrumpeted Abenomics and
the actual results it has
achieved so far. The bold
economic policies launched
by Shinzo Abe in 2012–
based on fiscal stimulus,
monetary easing and structural reforms–have failed
to rescue Japan from a twodecade long inheritance of
stagnation and falling consumer prices.
The IMF says that the
Japanese economy is losing
momentum and deflation
risks are on the rise, with
the appreciation of the yen
hurting exports at a time of
a global trade slowdown.
Growth is expected at 0.3%
this year and 0.1% in 2017
(not a bad rate, if we take
into account that the country has lost three million
working-age people over the
last three years), but inflation will not get anywhere
close to the official 2% target. This, coupled with a
shrinking and aging population, is giving Japan (and
indeed the world) reasons to
be worried.
Last July, the industrious
Prime Minister launched
‘Abenomics 2.0’, a new ambitious package backed by
huge financial firepower–28
trillion yen ($279 billion),
or 6% of GDP–aimed at
increasing consumption,
wages and prices. In other
words, Mr. Abe is seeking to
strengthen anemic internal
demand, an undertaking
that requires both a reformdriven government and private companies that believe
in its audacious policies.
“The two ‘lost decades’
that Japan has experienced
have created a lot of skepticism amongst Japanese business leaders, who have now
started to invest in other
countries. Therefore, the
Japanese government has to
drive investments back into
the country”, says Takeshi
Niinami, President of beverage company Suntory.
“He is adamant that ambitious and skilful statesmanship can help bring about the
change that will unlock the
country: “We need a trigger
for businesses to invest, and
that trigger should be initiated by the government.”
The country has a true
deflation problem. According to the IMF, the Bank of
Japan (BOJ) should adopt an
inflation-forecast-targeting
framework in which monetary policy responds to
deviations of the inflation
forecast from the 2% target.
However, it must be taken into account that, unlike other nations, Japan
includes energy prices in
its core inflation figure. If
we exclude them, we would
be surprised to learn that
core consumer prices have
actually been slightly rising

“Japan may be ageing.
Japan may be losing
its population. But
these are incentives
for us. Why? Because
we will continue to
be motivated to grow
our productivity.
Japan’s demography,
paradoxically, is not an
onus, but a bonus”
SHINZO ABE,
Prime Minister of Japan
‘Womenomics’ has become a pillar of Mr. Abe’s priorities for economic resurgence

since the introduction of
Abenomics, while they have
fallen in Britain, France and
Germany. Therefore, Japan
is still in a position to act as
a guide to what other countries should do to reinvigorate internal demand in the
face of aging populations,
sluggish growth and stubborn debts.
Japan’s central bank is
playing an active role in
trying to push inflation up
and unlock the economy.
Rates have been kept at only
0.1%, but the available artillery does not end there: the
Bank’s governor Haruhiko
Kuroda has recently announced that it would buy
around $787 billion worth
of 10-year Japan government bonds.
While some dismiss the
BOJ’s measures as desperate, other analysts compare
Mr. Kuroda’s decision with
the “whatever it takes” statement issued by the President
of the European Central
Bank Mario Draghi in 2012,
which prompted euphoria in
the markets. The governor’s
resolve means that the BOJ
is ready to proceed with its
monetary expansion for as a
long as needed, and at a scale
that is commensurate with
the country’s determination
to see off falling prices.
With his announcement,
Mr. Kuroda has shrugged
off market concerns that
the Bank is running out
of monetary ammunition to continue pursuing
long-sought inflation. In
fact, the list of tools at the
governor’s disposal seems
endless: “Even within the
current framework, there
is ample room for further
monetary easing...and other new ideas should not be
off the table,” he said.
One of the biggest risks
of maintaining and deepening such an expansionary
monetary policy is hurting
bank’s profits and the rate
of returns on savings-based
financial products such as
private pension schemes.
Feelings of uneasiness are
aggravated by the prospect
of further reductions of interest rates, but Mr. Kuroda,
while recognizing the risks,
insists in putting the nation
first: “There is no free lunch

for any policy. That said, we
should not hesitate to go
ahead with additional easing
as long as it is necessary for
Japan’s economy as a whole.”
Despite low interest rates,
the Japanese financial sector
seems to be in good shape.
Yasuhiro Sato, President of
Mizuho, one of Japan’s leading financial groups, is confident that the industry will
weather the storm: “In spite
of the long-lasting low interest rates in our country, and
the decreased profitability of the lending business,
the overall financial industry–including lending and
investment banking business–has been doing quite
well, enjoying some good
results and positive impact
from all external activities.”
The efforts to shore up the
economy must go far beyond
the short-term goal of pushing up prices. According to
the IMF, Japan also needs
to implement ambitious
structural reforms, particularly encouraging the participation of women, older
workers and foreign professionals in the labor market.
To observers in the West,
those challenges may look
easy to overcome, but they
involve tackling some deeply-ingrained social norms.
Change is by no means easy.
Addressing the issue of
working women has a particularly critical importance.
Last April Japan started enforcing legislation requiring
large companies to publicly
set goals for hiring and promoting female managers.
Under the new law, all businesses with more than 300
employees must publish figures on the number of their
female workers and establish
action plans to meet those
targets. However, even if
‘womenomics’ has become a
pillar of Mr. Abe’s priorities
for economic resurgence,
many bosses and employees
in corporate Japan fail to accept it; this is especially the
case in the upper management echelons, which have
been virtually woman-free
for too long.
Aside from the aforementioned legislation, several
initiatives have flourished to
help women gain access to
a male-dominated business

culture. One example is the
so called Tomodachi-Metlife
Women’s Leadership Program, which has been jointly
organized for the last three
years by the U.S. Embassy
in Tokyo and the U.S.-Japan
Council. This initiative provides Japanese female university students with opportunities to learn from influential
female leaders on both sides
of the Pacific, in the hope that
they will be able to bring some
of those empowering lessons
back home.
Another crucial reform
lies in innovation. Japan was
for many years a synonym
for the most advanced and
seductive technology, and
marveled the world with its
products and equipment.
Part of that reputation has
been eroded after two decades of stagnation, global
competition and a certain
degree of introspection. But
where many see a crisis, others see an opportunity.
Prime Minister Abe clearly belongs to the second
category. He is not scared
by the country’s troubled
demographics, which could
be turned into Japan’s advantage as an incentive for
innovation in sectors like
robotics, wireless sensors
or artificial intelligence.
“I have absolutely no worries about Japan’s demography,” Mr. Abe said at a Reuters event. “Japan may be
ageing. Japan may be losing
its population. But these are
incentives for us. Why? Because we will continue to be
motivated to grow our productivity. Japan’s demography, paradoxically, is not an
onus, but a bonus,” he said.
Many would certainly
disagree with Mr. Abe’s remarks, but his words at least
contain a dose of can-do attitude that other faint-hearted
leaders should envy. In addition, the Prime Minister’s
ideas point towards an ability (technological innovation) that has been a feature
of the Japanese economy for
many decades. It just needs
to be re-empowered through
innovation, and re-branded
through wise international
marketing, in order to expand nationally and globally
and become the bedrock of
the country’s revival.

A reformist push is sorely
needed to ensure that Japan
manages to thrive again,
but the country’s needs to
go beyond implementing
unorthodox monetary policies, defying social norms
and fostering innovation. Japan also requires something
that is not in short supply in
a nation that can boast of
wonderful achievements: the
willingness to carry out a collective effort. In other words,
the ambitious reforms introduced by the authorities and
the proud exhortations by
the Prime Minister must be
echoed by a similar-minded
private sector.
The famous soya sauce
producer Kikkoman, whose
history dates back 300 years,
knows everything about the
role that business can play
in underpinning the government’s policies. “We are
always trying to be a good
corporate citizen, because we
understand as a private company that we are still a public
entity of society. We are here
not only to make a profit, but
also to contribute–not only to
customers, consumers, labor,
and suppliers–but to society
as a whole”, says Yuzaburo
Mogi, its Honorary CEO and
Chairman.
This kind of public-private
complicity will be essential
to propel Japan to sustainable
growth, but the country will
also have to look abroad. Indeed, international trade was
one of the pillars of the G7
declaration signed by world
leaders at the summit held
in Japan’s Ise-Shima national
park in May. The signatories pledged to keep their
markets open and to fight
all forms of protectionism;
they also reaffirmed their
commitment to encourage liberalization through
regional trade agreements
including the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP), which is
currently awaiting ratification.
Japan stands to gain a lot
from the TPP, as the country’s
companies, particularly in the
automotive sector, could find
it easier to expand overseas
thanks to a tariff reduction.
Opposition to the treaty is
expected among Japanese
farmers, who fear that they
would be unable to compete

with cheaper foreign imports
after tariffs of agricultural
products are lowered.
Irrespective of the economic pros and cons of
TPP, the latter symbolizes a
kind of alliance that exceeds
commercial interests. To
put it clearly, the agreement
could enhance relations
between Asian countries
and the U.S., thus acting as
a counterweight to China’s
economic, military and territorial assertiveness in the
Asia-Pacific region. A resurgent Japan such as the one
that Mr. Abe wants to unleash must avoid isolationism and intensify relations
with old and new allies; the
TPP can play a largely geopolitical role that entails much
more than what its economic
nature suggests.
Tokyo is also striving to
re-energize Japan-U.S. relations. On September 19, the
Prime Minister met with
American presidential candidate Hillary Clinton and
tried to convince the latter
of the need to ratify TPP,
which she has opposed. “Japan and the U.S. must each
obtain domestic approval of
the TPP as soon as possible,”
Mr. Abe told Reuters. “Success or failure will sway the
direction of the global free
trade system and the strategic environment in the AsiaPacific. Japan will spare no
effort, and we count on the
U.S. to do the same”.
On his part, the Republican
presidential nominee Donald
Trump has publicly questioned American military
assistance to Japan. Such a
message should not discourage bilateral relations, as both
countries must acknowledge
their mutual dependence
and interest in a properly
balanced region where no
country has too much of an
upper hand. However, Mr.
Trump’s hint could work as
a wake-up call for Tokyo to
avoid overreliance on its traditional allies and look for
additional new partnerships
across the world.
Irrespective of Japan’s future foreign policy moves, a
reformed, stronger and more
internationalized economy
will give the country the
clout that it started losing a
couple of decades ago.
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